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WHY DAIRYMEN PROSPER.
One reason why the people engaged in
prosperous is because
dairying are
HOLT & BARNES,
t'ou ι»··| lore at Law,
dairying is a cash business. There is no
jttturury· *«<·
You feed her
credit with the old cow.
Nokwat, Maine
llatliawuy Block.
to-day, and to-motrow she pays you back
in cash. The dairyman does not have to
KUklCK Λ PARK,
tell his hired man that he can pay hiui
when he sells his wheat, or when he sells
Attorneys at Law,
a bunch of lambs, or when the peaches
MAINS.
UiTHKL,
lie has the cash every
are marketed.
Sllery C. Park
Λΐ·ϋ*'π Κ. Her rick.
The dairyman
week or every month.
M.0.,
uced not run up a bill at his grocery or
WOODBURY, A.M.,
His business is a cash
any where else.
business, anil he can pay as he goes.
Physician A Surgeon,
This is one of the basic principles of
MAINS.
sol'TH ΓΛ RIs,
Pay as
prosjMjrity. Hun up no debts.
street.
14
High
nft aii·I resilience,
It gels a man into the habit of
you go.
doing business on business principles,
lllSBhh Α ΓΛΚΚΚΚ,
and when he docs this he has started on
at I.aw,
Counsellors
an.l
utoroeys
the road to prosperity.
MAINS.
Kl MH'KUrALLS,
Again, the dairy business is a continuCollection Department.
It brings in cash every
ous business.
A >(■»
Parker
T.
Ralph
week in the year. The fruit man or the
bn.rxi t»- Γ·Ι»!κχ·,
wheat man, or the steer mau, or the
lamb man, gets his money in large sums
and at irregular iutepvals. This tends to
Surgeon Dentist,
When
extravagance ia expenditure.
MAINS.
ι 1 11 l'A RIS,
people have lots of money they spend
U. »t work warrante·!.
lots, and when the source is cut off they
Λ
fool it severely. The dairyman's income
A
SON,
J.Κ 1·. JONES
is more uniform and steady, and ho
(l
governs his expeuditures accordingly.
Dentists,
He is not tlush at one time and totally
MAINS.
s.iKWAY,
strapped at another, but has a modest,
St.
[«« .Main
uniform, continuous income, and is
thereby made more prosperous.
» LHHÏT ι». PARK,
Dairying is a safe business, and therefore brings material prosj>erity to a j»erLicensed Auctioneer,
son or a community.
People have been
MAINS.
11 ni PARIS,
financially ruined by fattening lambs or
Moderate.
Ter»
«—ttle, and. in some instances, by growBut uo one ever
I·
p. SMITH,
ing fruit or wheat.
heard of a man becoming hanki upt in the
Attorney at Law,
dairy business. These other businesses
MAINS
may at times bring a larger profit, but
VIKWAT,
there is a large element of speculation
Collect!; ne a «penalty.
ilur: > C ock.
The dairy business is alabout them.
uns S. 11ARLOW,
It is a
most devoid of speculation.
rather slow, humdrum sort of business,
Attorney at Law,
but it is safe, and one can put his money
MAINS
DUIUUilK
into it with the assurauce of a modest
profit from year to year.
If crops fail in almost any other kind
our Interests
Hid atjicent counties.
Salary or of farming the farmer is tlat, but even if
in Os
1
Address
c· i'ii
all the dairyman's crops should fail, if
Til Κ VICTOR Oil. COMPANY.
lie lias a good herd of cows he can buy
Cleveland, Olilo.
all his feed and still pay expenses aud
have a small profit besides.
Dairying
J. WALDO
may be a little slow, but it is sure.—
and
Creamery.
Dairyman
Chahl*

β
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SALESMEN WANTED

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

GENTLENESS

PAYS

GRANGE BLOCK,
Proof is abundant of the direct profit
NORWAY. of a kind, clean and considerate careOver Advertiser Office,
taker and milker; the cow responds generously to the j>erson in whom she thorLOST.
confides by increase of both
rarl« village, the l»ack case of a watch, oughly
In
A careless,
»ved, will· picture In^l le. Kinder quantity and quality of milk.
.ild for troul>!e rcy leaving it at the rough, rude handler aud milker, or one
w:
Λκΐη-w» House.
mcleauly iu person or habit"1, is dear at
■»·

NOTICE.
t Court of the United States for the
in t:■··
I»:-:
tof Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Mwr ol
I
in Barkruptcy.
It· i\ M'»ORE, of
I
h ha, I'.mkrupt.
redttors of Koy Moore, In the County
Tut:
of Oxford and district aforesaid:
\
-vbv jjlven that on the iuth «lay of
Juiii·. λ l> laûl, ϋ-e -aid Roy Moore was
ί.
titcated bankrupt, and that the flr»t
'.
i- creditors will be held at the Court
uth I'arls, ou theth dav of July,
II
«
.\.l>
it lo o'clock In the forenoon, at wh'ch
t:
Id creditors may attend, prove their
t!
ι,
ι ·.;nt a trustee, examine the bankrupt
h
u t -uch other busluees as may propel
tr:.
efore said meeting.
Si it l'art·, July let, 1U)1.
UEO. A. WILSON,
Referee lu Bankruptcy

[

■

>·

Λ" A 1\ Ci·

t -trl«t Court of the United States for
lut
tin· Di-irlctof Maine, la Bankruptcy.
Αλ die ■ mtor of
)
wl> \\ ll> Λ. NOBLE,of
J In Bankruptcy.
Hum lord, Bankrupt.
)
Τ ι:., creditors of David A. Noble. In the
>t oxford i.ad district aforesaid:
1
Îi. rc'iy irlvcn that on IhltM 'lay Of
S
l>.
the nM Dnrid Λ. Noble
«αIjudlcatcd bankrupt, aud that the llrwt
.·· uill- < realtor* will lie held at the Court
il um
SiiMth l'art», on the :24th «lay of July,
Λ. t> <
at ιυ o'clock iu the forenoon.at which
iM
timeli
creditors may attend, prove their
i:
point a trustee, examine the baukrupt
m : tr
tri such other busiuess ad may properly ιι»π I «'fora sal·! meetl'-g.
Sout: l'arla, June 2s, laof.
βίο. Λ.
Beferee lu Bankruptcy.
.-

nil,

WILSON,

\«TI(K.
ta if·'District Court of the Unite·! States for
ti.e I trlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
la Uk· matter of
1
WILLIAM N. PRATT,off) In Bankruptcy.
IU to· Plantation,

Baukrupt.

)

creditors of William N. Piatt in the
County of ox lord ami district aforesaid:
Ν t:i Is hereby given that on the £sii 'lay of
•June. Λ D. 1 .<ul. the said William N. i'ratt
wa.- iu._.
u. Heated bankrupt, an·! that the llrst
nai'Uii.· ..t itls creditors will beheld at theCourt
Hou.·*.·, hi s«uth Pari*, on the 24th 'lay of July,
A. l> ! «·ι, :»t 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
Uniet!,. -ai 1 creditors may attenil, prove their
1 a.i,.,. ant a trustee, examine the bankrupt
aii Iran -act such other buslnes* as may properly 'inn· ln'lorv said meeting.
South I'aris, June >th, HOI.
UEu. A. WILSON,
Keferce In Bankruptcy.
Tu tin

1

*OT!CE.
Ια tii- I 'i-trii t Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
la Uie matter of
1
In Bankruptcy,
CHAULES W. VERRILL, of
tm··· η wood, Bankrupt.
To tue creditor* of Charles W. Verrlil in
tbe ti.ui.ty of >\tor«l an<l district aforesaid:
Sotin I- hereby given that ou the '-.nil day of
June, λ 1». l'An, the said Charles vv. Verrlil
»au .v adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
lm aeet ng t htocreditors will be held at the
Court IL. i-c, in South I'aris, on the 24th day of
•lu.;·. Λ l». lwi, at 10 o'clock in the forenoou,
at whl<-ii time .ue said creditors may attend,
|irmi· t.L tr claims, appoint a trustee, examine
Uie laukrupt and transact such other business
a» may
properly come before said meeting.
South Parts, June 2S, 15)01.
UEO. A. WILSON,
Keferco in Bankruptcy.

[)

SOTHK.
In tin- District Court of the United States for the
i'Ktrict of Maine. In bankruptcy.
ta the matter of
)
I'KhD D WALDO, of
In Bankruptcy.
Kumford, Ba ikrupt. )
Tu the I'ri'dltors of If'red I). Waldo, in the
Count;, of »xtord and district aforesaid :
Sotlie Lt hereby given that on the -.'ad day of
•lune. A. 1». law, the said Κ red 1>. Waldo
*
duly adjudicated bankrupt ; and that the tlrst
®eeiliitf
his creditors will be held at the
Cuurt House, in South Paris, on the 24th
'lay of July, A. D. 1U01, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon,
at which time the said
creditors may
attend,
prove their claim·,
appoint a trustee, examine the Bankrupt au·!
ttar;,a.'t such other business as may properly
Wine before said meeting.
South I'aris, June 2x, laOl.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Keferee in Bankruptcy.

J

\OTI€E.
To «II I'tntoa* aud

Corporations.

upon the petition of C. F
wowiri'i^ and others, citizens of the towns of
Kumtor·., Uoxbury and Andover, in the County
vf '>xford, in the vcar r.«o, to Uie County Com·
■Iwl-.aers of said County of Oxford, representat ne tlicr common*convenience nor public
r,.lL1ir,. the building of the road as
'wcau. t iietweeu the isthmus road in Kumford,
•®ea ··■ In λ
we-terly direction through Swain's
><Xri! »a.| th.·
westerly line of the town of Box"ury, an known a» th« "swaiu Notch" location,
from
Andover to Kumford Fall·,
fading
prayi,' that the same be discontinued
•wtwren the tw_> >ald limits, the said County
C'lnwiiisstoners, after due notice and heailng,
uvi an.i determined that common cooven■tU'i aiid
necessity did not require said road
'Uscontlaucd the same as prayed for. Aud
» further
appeariUK that the inhabitants of
An.lovir, I,y tiielr selectmen, L. B. llall and
'red S. Sudth,
duly authorized by vote of said
who appeared at sjJd hearing, at a term of
jui.!cnie Judicial Court, begun and holden
at
arts, within and for the County of Oxford,
oo tliewxuu i
rueH.uy of February. A. D. 1W1,
Jtuy entered their appeal from the said decision
•ad adjudication, ami that the Justice of sa'd
'«|>reuie Judicial Court, holden as aforesaid,
'inly appointed the undersigned a committee to
** upon the
subject matter of said appeal, and
*> affirm or
reverse, in part or 1b whole, «aid
υη au'1 adjudication, notice is hereby given
« all
persons aud co poratlons interested in the
•uuject matter of sala original petition and In
«11
location, that Wisluesday, the fourteenth
W) day of August, A. D. 1901, at nine o'clock In
forenoon, ami the hotel of John A. French In
a au
over, have lieen ap|K>lnted by sakl commit
lhe time and u!a«te te act
upon said subject
aatu-r. and for the performance of the service
Mtnorixeii and directed under a commission to
committee duly Issued in the premises
Judicial Court on the 23rd day
'i May A.supreme
»«
l>. l'.«|.
blvm under our hands this 24th day of June,
A. L>. iMji.
EDWARD K. HASTINGS,

appearing that

*"·;
J»'l

jhiju
j[n·'

j"*u.
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AROUND THE RANQELEY8.
IMPROVED STOCK.
with stock inannual touh
terests is aware of the active demand at "slocuii"
OF THE LAKES.
the present time for cattle of improved
breeds. This is the case not only in our
lour reporter, accompanied by his
own state, but also abroad throughout
"fe, made his fourth aonual trip to
the land. Here in this state everything
and the
in the line of the meat-making breeds northern Franklin County
68 durin5 the first week in
that could be reached bas been sought
out by purchasers and taken to their Juae
Leaving East Sumner on the 10:^0 a. m.
farms. At the same time in the interior
of the country prices made at auction tram we soon reached Livermore Falls,
here a wait of four hours wr« made, as
sales of Herefords and Shorthorns have
up tl,e ,iue do not
reached averages higher than ever be't Th,s» however, gave us Urne to
fore known in large transactions.
,C"D°
of this
These values have a sound basis to look over some of the Industries
us
rest upon.
Choice animals, select ani- bustliog, growing place, which gave
We were
mals are wanted among the stock grow- a very fav0rabl0 impr sion.
"Billv"
all over the country with which guided in opt ramhlings by
ers
who took
to multiply good cattle with which to Glove··, a former Sumner boy,
meet the increasing demand.
It is a us through the new opera house, the
fact of great significance that there aro neai ly completed school house, aud past
and pretty
10,000,000 less caHle in the counUyat several fine busin s blocks
In that residences. We also called upon Ε. I
the present time than in 18°2.
and Advei tleer,
time our population has increased by
who »M
buRy. took a few
,v®ry
upwards of 10,000,000 people. This is a
has
fact of great moment to the stock indus- momenta for social chat. Mr. Eeck
It means something to so check a neat and commodious office,
try.
this deciease as to change the situation plied with a'l the e^entials of a modern
to a condition of keeping good the an- editor s sanctum, aod is now publishing
nual supply, to say nothing of restoring three local newspapers and giving his
the ratio of supply of eight years ago. rea 1ère fresh, raqy news.
Livermore Falls, although the scene
In '92 we had S02 head of cattle to every
severa» disastrous fires, seems to rise
1,000 inhabitants. In 1000 this had fallen
To even main- rheu'i-like from its ashes and build
to 5Sr> to 1,1 X> people.
I
ue courage and confidence,
tain the pre -ent ratio it is seen that we (anew with
elccu-ic
must increase the supply of caUle over lit has a good water supply,
trade, ba->k, and busi1,000,0C ) a year. Under any conceivable lights a board ofwould
ness blocks that
grace aiy cltv
conditions this cannot be done for a
OEMAND

FOR
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Every farmer famiHar

mnlî fOUS

,E::,,roes

THE PATH .· /
TO PERDITION
By LOC18 TXMOBXT
D· FOX.

$ Copyright, M01, by LoulaVlnoent De Foe.
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THE HORSE ON THE FARM.
"The horse on the farm is too often
killed by work," says J. L. Van Doren
iu the New York Farmer.
"I do not
mean by this
that the average farm
horse is killed by work that is really beyond his sLtmgth. It is not meant that
the farmer has so little mercy lor his
horse that he will compel him to
his full
draw 2,000 pounds, when
strength is equal to drawing a load of

1,5CJ pounds

I do mean to say that, while the farm
horse is seldom com(>e)led to pull more
than his muscles ought to pull, he is
He is often kept at
worked too ?ong.
his work too many hours, until his
fatigue involves his entire nervous sysNot infrequently we see a team
tem.
Most of the taints and early
any price.
to plow from daylight to
compelled
of
changes in milk aud injury to quality
•lark, or drag a mower, or pull a hay
to
traced
its products, can be directly
wagou for a long st»etch of time.
carelessness in the surroundings and
A horse worked until he is utterly
al
her
milker,
condition of the cbw and
out shows his exhausted condifagged
been
have
I
the time of milkiug.
lately
tion in many ways. His eyes are lustrewitat
and
astonished
at once
disgusted
less. I'e is listless. Things that usually
nessing the milking of large heids of startle him are unnoticed by him. When
cow s iu some parts of this country by
He eats with
he sleeps, he twitches.
foreign milkers, who practice the wet less relish.
His digestion is impaired.
method, frequently dipping their lingers All his motions are slower.
in the milk pail.—Homestead.
The horse thus"exhausted repeatedly
soon becomes old in feeling. Compelled
FARM NOTES.
to work so continuously, he cannot digest or assimilate his food so well, and
Things tliat aru desirable seldom come indigestion aggravates his general extliem.,
to us without an effort to secure
haustion aud hastens his breakdown.
Free rural mail delivery and postal savrule.
to
the
no
are
exceptions
cannot afford to make too gre4 a draft
ings banks
It' farmers want them they must fight upon the nervous system of his horse.
for them, and the victary will not be An extra spurt may enable a farmer to
won very easily either.
s;et a ton of hay in out of the way of a
He says the hay is
shower.
Every farmer plows ami cultivates. comingbut it will be a dear
ton of hay, if
Not every one knows why he does it. saved,
in saving it ho over- .trains seriously a
Many know that cultivation makes crops team
Wo
of horses worth $:T>0 or !?".< ».
grow, and that is as far as they have inIt has been said by a great all have seen this sort of "saving" on
vestigated.
farms, and we all know that it is the
many that they cultivate to kill weeds
ami conserve moisture, which is true as worsv possible sort of extravagance.
A good. safe and humane rule is to
far as it ^oes.
give the horses several rests during the
the
convenience
have
Farmers should
It is
long, hot days in the rush season.
of free rural mail delivery. Some of the n«»t
enough to rest thehoises only at the
is
it
believe
officials
practi- noon hour. It would be better to divide
government
crblo, and others thiuk it can not bo that hour into four parts, and scatter the
adopted in remote and sparsely settled rest over the day. The horse that is aprural districts without too great expense.
proaching the point of exhaustion, musFarmers should briug every possible in- cularly aud nervously, will be refreshed
fluence to bear to secure a trial, at least, and saved from exhaustion by a rest of
of the system.
Such rests are true
a quai 1er hour.
economy as well as humanity.
are to be added to
As

present

-jr.b.rt».,,

Λ*

»ppe£

Agriculturist,

the silence of the house

disturbed only by the loud ticking ol

to the dm row gauge

Here
change
line ot the Sandy K'ver Railroad, and
on
beside the clear watei : of the
spe 1
river that gives the lino its name until
Junction, where a team
» the ch
takeius
ul, sightly r iwe

the farm clock on the shelf In the cor-

rier auU tlie bu»y click of the krittnt
ot Mrs
needles In the deft
Blrdsell. It was characteristic of the
deacon that be always postponed bis
lir«S» I· Freeman, study of The Agriculturist until after
*· ®pend the nlsht. Next Λιν we the harvest, when the Information lie
return to Swong and make a trip up the
might gain was sure to be of least
Fran din and Megantic line to its terminus at Bigelow, where a big lumber
the clock tolled the hour

tat^îî ?

""^s

^

^Presently

being erec d brside the Cam
It s^cmed- vipo
basset stream. From here eiages cany of 8, lingering long,
hunters and sportsmen to Eps, s and the the final stroke. Deacon Blrdstll
Dead River locality.
started suddenly.
K ngfield is ono of the most attractive
"Mother," he said, "don't you know
is
and
village, of Franklin County
It's gettin pretty Tate?"
an
ex...
date, having
thoroughly up
Mrs. Blrdsell paused in surprise and

plant

is

cellent water system, electric li"hts
bank and fine busin -s blocks, and what
v^itor most happy, an
tho management of
i
J. Willis Jordan, whoso geniai presence
It is
makes one feel at home at once.
well patronized by sportsmen and
travelers, and a fine place 1) leavo the
family and beat back for hunting and

dropped the half finished sock in her

èï

^ \ν?π· τ®

Ia»Elght

and after, an lfe high time
Did
folks was abed," said the deacon.
you shut down the back window a
bolt the kitchen door? Δη Joel—of
course Joel's In."
As if in answer to the deacon s question, the quavering, uncertain notes of

The extensive wood novelty
work8 of J® "kings, Bogert Λ Co., and
the spool and bobbin plant of the new a song sifted through the celling from
firm of Huse ά Co. are located here, be- the chamber above.
side.* several other manufacturers. The
"Sh!" Mrs. Blrdsell said, holding up
place supports four churches, a dozen or her finger In warning.
more stores and shops, and the neat and
The song from the chamber ahove
pretty residences with finely kept lawns cradually became more distinct until a
be peak culture a.id refinement of the
word could be understood here and
residents.
there In its uncertain rhythm. It bore
; the visitor by
Strong vibaje impress
one of the popits line residences, beautiful shade trees a distant resemblance to
and genera'air of thrift, and comfort. ular songs of the day heard with great
1 He extensive l imber plant of C. V
frequency In the neighboring town, but
Starbird, and the toothpick mill of Chas justly abhorred for Its worldly Insinuatoister are located here. It has the usual tions In the peaceful Quaker church
complement of stores and churches. 11
The Daggetts, Porters and other well
Mrs. Blrdsell in
known men of business r ide here. The
"somethln must be
old railroad station has been supplanted a trembling voice,
It's gettin Just awfu
by a new one of tasteful design and done right away.
It's been welghln on my mind until
cheerful presence.
Phillips is quite a large village, and sometimes I get that nervous."
upper and ,owor
The deacon gathered hie shaggy
ιUa^es, but is now by the increr^e of brows and stroked his angular unshavone.
We
section
its residence
practically
l
en chin In silence for a moment.
had ouly hasty views of the section, but
hate to think It of Joel," he observed
is
a neat, up-to-date place
it
that
judge
"but I guess It must be
and nleasant to reside in. We caught a thoughtfully,

fishing.

"WiUlam!'^exclaimed

Have you been notlcln anything
true
else lately. Martha?" The deacon eel·
dom addressed his wife by her given
name except on occaelons of great so-

s«S!SSÎ5
KifvTS»
Maine's interests

-1
SSïgiSic
Fl> Kou,
signature «fïï
ov,T

^el

lemnity.

"Anything! Good land alive!" Mrs.
Blrdsell swept her hands around her
much more of the pretty bead as If she was warding off a swarm
of impending evil. "It's gettin worser
an worser every day," she exclaimed,
of

the

V'

&8%SFèM
S7,ri»™itK™»snin,ent^po1,
siv

with creat earnestness, "an the worst
part of It all Is he'e gettin that brazen
about It—to think, too, William, that
he's your own brother!" The song bewho makes his guette always feel as
gan again In the chamber above, this
iuoj weie warmly we come. This
ti»ou„u they
iikes in
in s
ske and can time accompanied by the unmistakable
is the house of the lakes
improvements
eouud of shuffling feet.
the country home, don't forget to have
"Just listen to that now," she went
APPLE
GLINTS.
good, wide porches. These can be made
with mournful emphasis. "I guess
correYork
New
on,
Genesee
A
County,
neat and tasteful, ami may answer mauy
to you can hear It for
that the
of the Country Gentleman has
yourself!"
They give protection to the spondent
purposes.
to say of the prospect for tho apple
pro"Yes, mother, you're right.
windows, aud one can leave home in the this
It appears
in Western New York:
nounced the deacon reflectively, slowly
summer without closing the windows, crop
to be settled t'iat the apple crop will not
and not be afraid that a rain will com
nodding his head in the affirmative.
materialize. The dull, wet weather was
in and spoil the carpet.
decidcdly against the proper fertilizaOne great trouble with farming be- tion of the flowers, and the lack of sun
New
of
market
Engthe
gardens
has so weakened the few apples that did
yond
land is that it has fallen into lines so old set that they mostly fail to grow.
and so approved as to become disproved
Another report lrom the same source
A great need states that in
by their commouness.
Albany, Greeno, Schoharie,
»t8
seems to be to get the industry out of Columbia and Rensselaer counties the
λ, ». arriving
these ruts, but the average farmer lacks promise of the apple crop is extremely il· TT iines Landing about 9:ο0, where we
f
for
the capital, if not the enterprise, to un- poor.
i>ï"j Soule's" boats
The blow was blasted by the hoarded one oi "ùillv
.>
fmitertake any experimenting in new lines. heavy rains.
The New York State Weather Bureau
It is undoubtedly a fact that more
the outlook for apples is decidmammal benetit is obtained on the farm reports
edly less favorable.
in feeding leguminous crops, such as
In our own sf ite reports coming irom
clover and cowpeas, rather than plowing
Cumberland County are "a thin setting
them under, but the cost Of hauling
of fruit;" Oxford, "early varieties setthem both ways, to and from the ba n,
better than winter varieties;" AnWhen plowed uu- ting
must be considered.
drosi oggin, "l.ees badly scorched by the
are
der green they
already evenly leaf
roller;" Kennebec, "light showing
"spread" over the land.
of commercial varieties."
It is a noticeable fact that the influCLIPPINGS.
ence of horticultural conventions is on
This is perhaps largely
the increase.
hortilo
in
ma
due to the advance being
Grass is good enough for the dairy
14That'β just one of your notion*?' Joel
cultural education at our horticultural cows and is all
aniwered.
they need provided it is
are
The colleges
annually
colleges.
should
effort
The
in
plenty.
supplied
"Poor Joel Is certainly goto straight to
turning out students aud are also every be, then, to supply them at all timet
as speakthe—I was almost goin to any devil, an
year supplying more professors
with something as good as grass.
J η the last few
ers at such meetings.
here we are, you an me. slttin with our
been
The hens which are too fat will dio
years a distinct improvement has
bands folded, not doin a blessed thing
Τ
to
that
be
said
Give needs only
noticeable in the quality of the papers off by scores in this hot weather.
to put him right"
be the fowl as much range as possible durshould
condition
This
presented.
"It didn't get real bad till the middle
recognized by the great mass of farmers ing tho day, and a cool, airy roost at
>f June—leastwise Joel didn't take to
and the conveutions should be more night, and do not overfeed.
The improvement in
join out nights till then." Mrs. Birdfreely attended.
A poultry breeder at Beverly, Mass.,
lell squinted thoughtfully through her
traveling facilities makes this possible. combines poultry and fruit by planting
Mi°red l,e,p
tin sees as If to look Into the past. "I
and last year his
Stunted pigs are not profitable for the trees in the hen yards,
Irst suspicioned him circus 'day over
of
fine
bushels
bore
trees
ninety
owner, aud show worse against their plum
η the town, when he spent all that
iruit. Tli's is a combination that pays. Capt Barker's
bad
other
than
management
any
keeper
nonoy for a box of collars an them red
It is too great a change to
dollar
each
on the farm.
that
for
convinced
am
"I
ne.e. in green neckties.
He seemed right
take pi^s from the sow at four weeks of of capital invested, taking one year with
of 'em, too—that la to say, at
ishamed
sour milk
feed
them
and
or
than
will
better
hens
less,
anypay
age
another,
Irst he did."
alone. Nearly all of the stuuted pigs are thing else." This is the opinion of one
the result of want of care and proper man who has been in the business, with
"When was it he spoke to you about
used
is
feed when weaning. If the milk
•reasin his pant lege?".
general farming, for several years.
»
draw
or
two
for butier the first quart
In describing what may be termed the will De *ul
"Why, dear me, you ain't forgotten
*
from the sow contains little cream, and
0{ camps that that, have you? It wus the very same
of dairying, an English and manager of two se
intensive
system
feed
worth
to
pigs
more
of
is
young
tells us that cows should be
day he come out from town bringln his
twice a day, the first five or six days of authority
well groomed daily and in hot weather
I
butter.
it
is
for
than
tall coat. I'll never forget that! He
their weaning
are all the better for a cold showerwas precious careful to keep that rltried the experiment with one of a large
This
can
readily
in the morning.
litter that was sold to different neigh- bath
dlc'lous thing out of my sight, an when
of
a
is
there
where
supply
The pig soon out- be given
bors in the vicinity.
he ipoke about the pants he blushed
means of an
the litter and came water by gravitation, by
grew all the rest of
like a boy. He says to me: 'Martha,
cows are easily
The
hose.
rubber
India
out ahead in the fall. Probably the real
the
under
time when you've got a flatiron
thrive
well
some
and
clean
worth of a pint of milk twice a day for a kept
treatment. They never leave their stalls
on I wish you'd press out my gray
week or ten days for butter would be
and when the milk yield falls below
pants an leave 'em creased before an
less than one cent a day.—Exchange.
th. Une,
eight quarts a day they are sold.
behisd. Folks say nowadays It keeps
Portland
I al'em from wearin out so quick.'
farmer will tell you that it is all
The
th.
in
SUSPICION.
1 neatest care and
MISDIRECTED
most gave him a piece of my mind
nonsense to talk about raw corn meal
are
better
a
as
half,
We farmers,
general thing,
He feeds it state," say»
who being injurious to chicks.
moon,
tight then an there. I says: 'Joel Bird·
who will de
very suspicious of our neighbor,
after year and raises his chicks.
An at your time In life too.' He
and
with·
year
that
sell!
been
straightforward
has always
The town man feeds it and hie chicks
found none didn't say another word, but went off
honest in his dealings, when he tries to
a
difficult
to
be
not
it
Now
die.
ought
op stairs that ashamed—an that very
organize a co-operative or company en- task to understand the situation.
The
be look1
terprise at home. He will soonwill
night was the first time in the 20 years
on raw corn meal
thrive
chicks
farmer's
soon
is replete
ed upon with suspicion, and it
out till after midnight!"
because, having free accees to the fields visit τ is in seareh of scent gems, health he staid
be whispered around that he is working
Deacon Blrdsell clasped his long finworms—animal
and
secure
bugs
own nest, they
^
Τ
or βΛ.
some scheme to feather his
and bowed
food—and thus are supplied with a balkand gers around his bony knee
when the probabilities are, he bas not
breeder's
town
The
ration.
anced
coulc
1 his bead.
and its service all that
had a dishonest motive; but let some chicks do not secure the required animal
"If I do say It, I watched him from
slick-tongued cuss co'je in, whose whole food, and thus their ration is not proper- I be desiredS locum.
window when he went ont," Mrs.
the
To
object is to be-it thejn like thuuder,
balanced. It's a law of nature.
Blrdsell
make them promisee that they ought to ly
earnestly continued, "an I
bachelor·
chicks
a
confirmed
I
"Yen.
ι ftm
meet the requirements the yarded
Yes, I
,,
know no honest man could fulfill, ami
him
con
straight off toward the
have
been
or
blood
tramp
I
nave
you
seen
bone
««How many times
j""
must be fed green out
they will swallow him, good clothes and meal.
Twasn't the last time I've
tavern.
jKimed?"
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[pleasure
; I comfortable

I

all.—Maine Farmer.

more

com-

BOM the window of Deacon Blrdsell's bouae the
bright rays of a lamp
marked the fork· of the
country road which led
to the right, past the old
Quaker meeting houee, Bided.
and, to the left, through
"You know the time Joel washed the
the worldly and iniquitous village call- buggy an went to town?" Mrs. Blrdsell
ed into existence only a year before y went on.
"He didn't get back that
the coming of the new railroad.
sight till a quarter past 12, an he took
This little cluflter of houses, a mush- his boots off before he come into the
room growth of unpainted boards, inbouse. I know all about it because he
cluded, besides a blacksmith shop and clean forgot 'em an left 'em on the
general store, both welcome enough in porch."
their way, a tavern conducted on wide
"You wouldn't call them things boots,
open principles under the name of would you?"
The deacon threw his
Lowden's Halfway House, which had whole available fund of sarcasm Into
speedily brought the locality into gen- the words.
eral disrepute. No one had discovered
"Gaiters, I mean," corrected Mrs.
toward what goal It marked the half- Blrdsell
quickly. "An that's another
way point, unless it was that goal of thing. Just to think of a man takin to
torment which Is the ending of every
gaiters after boots has been good
career of Intemperate profligacy.
enough for him for 50 years! It's a
In the dining room, which served likesure sign, William."
wise as a sitting room, the deacon was
"Yes, mother, that's the long an tbe
wisor
carefully gleaning stray scraps
short of It Gaiters may be a small
dom from the columns of the Michigan
thing in themselves, but in Joel's case

M. on the FarminzLeavin" atS-v
ton bouna train, we pas· through the
pleasant village of E? t Wilton and
boon arrive at the home of the Normal
School, the Abbot : of literary fame, and
aDd ΡΓ® ent d,8i:n2uish -i

re8idenrmer

a

"we mustn't get excited.
What we must do Is to 'tend to Joel's
The Lord that Judges between
case.
the righteous an the unrighteous will
lend to the Lowdens himself."
Before such an undeniable exposition
of truth the farmer's anger slowly sub-

Ou su£

a

"William," she said in

posed tone,

(of

time to come. There is nothing in sight
to prevent a further rise in the price of
beef and au increase in the demand for
improved cattle with wb'ch to multiply
the animals.
It is thus seen that the present demand for c.ittlc has a substantial basis
to r< ^t upon.
The consumption of beef
by our own people is sure to increase,
while the call abroad for our Cattle or
the products of our slaughtering establishments in uo event c.;n be less than at
at the present time, and in all probability will greatly increase as the years go
on.
The farmer who now stocks his
farm w ith improved caUlo, therefore, is
certainly on the right line of effort.
Choice beeves brought in Chicago last
At
week $6.20 a hundred, live weight.
that price they pay well for the growing
anywhere. The outlook for good cattle
is inviting.—Maine Farmer.

tie's got to be shut off hie ecand'lous,
xùe deacon suddenly started np and
thumped bis fist bard upon the table. drunken ways Instanter or, by the
"Them Lowdens will get to prison Lord, he'll never stay another day unyet!" be burst out with Indignation. der my roof!"
"
Mra. BIrdsell was fairly struck dumb
'Twould be a true religious act to set
their cussed dram shop on fire! I'd do before her husband's awful denunciation. It was the first time In her marit, too, If"—
Mrs. Blrdsell reached across the ta- ried life that he had so ruthlessly
ble to place a restraining hand upon broken the third commandment, and
her husband's arm, but the tips of her •he laid herself down to broken Bleep
fingers barely touched his shirt sleeve. and troubled dreams.

■

M$n hljs either."

^

·······

The first gleam of the rising sun was
already painting gold and purple hues
In the eastern sky when the deacon
slowly roused to the troubles of a new
day. Quickly throwing on bis working
clothes, he hastened to the foot of the

deacon's words. They cut him like a
sharp knife, and his brother knew it.
But quickly the ecornful look returned,
and be met the issue squarely· halt
Without a tremor he stepped
way.
close to bis brother and, placing bis
hand gently on the other's shoulder,

stairs.

"Joel," he called to the upper chamber, "Joel, bestirrin! The sun's more'n
We've overslept scanan hour high.

exclaimed:

a son

No answer came from above.
"Joel!" This time there was an angry ring in the word.
And still no answer.
The deacon did not call again, but
started briskly for the stables, hie
heavy boot heels making dark half
circles In the light frost that covered
the ground. He was surprised again
to find the heavy doors thrown wide
open to the morning breezes. Sounds
were issuing from within, and as he
paused he heard his brother Joel's
voice lifted in song, the rhythm punctuated by the steady "swish" of milk
against the bottom and sides of the
tin milk can.
The absolute unexpectedness of the

bad an idea either of you
I
bad anything against Mis' Cook.
Her husband's
can't understand It.
been dead for three years now, an durin that whole time she's hardly been
outside her dooryard. It's goln to be
hard to tell her that this is our weddin
present from you an Martha, but I can
do it, an 1 will. One thing has got to
be settled between you an me, howsomever." Here Joel's words became deliberate and foreboding. "I ain't goln to
stand up an listen to anybody throw
miserable slurs on the woman that's
goln to be my wife, not even you, my
own brother an u deacon in the church,
who ought to be above such a thing. I
want you to understand that if the
Lowden boys did build their tavern
across from her bouse she ain't responsible nor the worse for it. An as far as
that place Is concerned, I hate It worse
It's hurt her property
than you do.
never once

ecand'lous."
Wedding bells often ring out In

time into which he had gained some insight through the innocent medium of

brother and sister, whose home had not
been brightened by the advent of children, he grew more and more to be the
object of parental solicitude to the
farmer and his wife as the years
passed by. He was satisfied with his
unique position, and gradually the horltou of his life came to be bounded by
the views and wishes of his foster parents.
Mrs. Blrdsell was the first to break
the oppressive silence. "William," she
said, "there's no use puttin it off any
longer. Suppose we call Joel down now
—this very night—an point out to him
like—tell blm—that is to say, ask

him"— She hesitated. The task seemed greater when framed in words.
"Sb!" The exclamation escaped the
pair at the same instant.
In the chamber above the song began
again. This time the words were loud
and distinct, although the tune was
still doubtful.

Silently

the

couple fol-

luwcu lue uui-o.

I dreamt that I dwelt in

marble hall·—

Not a word was uttered until the
Mrs. Birdsell was busy
verse ended.
making a mental analysis of the meaning of the words. Their Import seemed

beyond

a

doubt.

gamblin house tune," she
pronounced, with assurance born of
conviction, although there was a trembling in her voice. "I've heard all
about the infernal places; all marble an
glass an electric lights an polished
"It's a real

woodwork."

The squeaking, heavy footsteps grew
louder. The culprit was certainly coming down the stairs. Next the door
opened, and be walked into the dining
Mrs. Birdsell looked straight in
room.
front of her. The deacon hastily snatched The Agriculturist from the table.

Joel appeared surprised to find the
rest of the family keeping late hours.
"Still settln up?" he asked Innocently
enough, but in the ears of the others

the words had a guilty ring.
From the corners of her eyes Mrs.

Birdsell was taking a quiet inventory
•f Incriminating evidence. There was
the red necktie encircling the stand u|
collar that sagged out In tired fashion
at the front. The long tailed coat wa»
also conspicuous. She wished she had
had the forethought to put on hei
spectacles, for she knew that propel

scrutiny would detect faint creases in
front of the bagging gray pants. As
for the shoes, the noise on the stairs
bad already told its own story.
"Well, I guess I'll walk out for a little bit," he went on, taking no notice
of the unusual restraint "The sky'e
as clear as a bell, an It seems just
shameful to stay in. Won't have many
more nights like this."
"It's time honest folks was abed an

asleep." The deacon's voice grated
harshly, although he tried his best to

be natural.
"That's Just one of your notions,
William," Joel answered, with a faint

as
laugh. "Come now, night's just
good as day, ain't it? Don't fret about

Just leave the key to the dinln
door under the stone by the
steps, an I'll get In all right"
There was no reply.
"An that reminds me," the culprit
went on, "the next time I go to town
I'm goin to take that key along with
No use
me an have one made like it
me.

room

talkln,

key."

a man

ought

to have a latch-

This last worldly whim, more signlfl·
cant than anything else, worse even
than the reckless get up of the costume, fell with astounding weight on
the farmer and his wife. It was nothing less than the limit of moral depravity. In the suddenness of the

shock there was no chance for reply.
Joel hesitated a moment then picked
np his bat and went out
The deacon and his wife remained

with consternation, until
they heard him step ofT the porch.
Then with one accord they arose and
tiptoed to the parlor window. Peering
out into the darkness, they watchedι
ι
him walk through the yard to the gats
and then turn his steps In the dlrectlon of the tavern, the lights of which
tinkled dimly half a mile away downι
the left fork of the road.
"The time's ceme, Martha," the deacon burst out "Joel will hear fromι
mprttifllI

seated, rigid

Re tip flfft tblpA tftfltftfow

unex-

pected places. Their notes are the
sweeter when they sound above the din
In vain the deacon, perof discord.
plexed and confused, bis excited mind
In a whirl, tried to Interrupt Joel's
words. Then he gave up the attempt
and grasped weakly at the objects near
him for support He could only gasp,
"Mis' Cook; you marry Mis' Cook—the
Widow Cook at the crossin—I— you"—
"We've been thinkln It over ever
since the day the circus was lu town,
an last night we fixed it all up an decided to hitch."
"Lord save us all! Joel, I"— It was
too much for the deacon, and his
strength deserted him. Ills knees bent
beneath bis weight, and his voice dropped to an Inaudible whisper. Ile leaned upon the sleigh and rubbed his eyes
as if to bring back his scattered senses.
Then he suddenly found his voice
again. "Is that the meanln of It all?
Is that where you've been goln even in

country fairs.
not only in the hearts but In the home
The greeting
"Mornin. William!"
Id
Back
bis
wife.
and
deacon
of the
was fresh and cheery—surely not spocovstill
timber
the fifties, when heavy
ken with the languor that is supposed
ered what is now the rich, rolling farm
to follow a night of debauchery. "Guess
land of lower Michigan, William Birdyou kind of overslep'. Must be you an
sell had gone ftrth from the circummother kept late hours!"
scribed acres of the homestead in Ver"There's one way you might of knowIn
the
himself
for
a
win
mont to
place
ed how late hours mother an me kept."
hie
and
wife
a
young
world, with only
The deacon's answer bristled with
Then Michigan
own grit to aid him.
it was all lost

was not the farmer's É1 Dorado It afterward came to be. But the house In
which he still lived was bu'lt, and then
Joel, the next younger by three years,
was sent for to share the increasing
foi tunes, Incidentally to lend a helping
band in the running of the farm.
And Joel, he was a shining example
of New England stagnation. Never inclined to marry, always content with a
kind or helpless dependence upon his

And the Comment of the Man
Received Ilia Letter.

Who

I knew it was α moan letter when I
It, but afterward I concluded
that I must bave written a good dea]
I was counsel
meaner tbau I knew.
wrote

"William, William, If it was the last for a large manufacturing company.
thing on earth I didn't expect this ot One of tbelr customers, always an un·
you! If it was anybody else, I'd 'a' satisfactory man to deal witb on no»
You an count of bis constant fault finding and
enid he'd gone clean crazy.
circulate much objections to paying bis bills on varl*
mother never did
around among the neighbors, but I ous absurd pretexts, finally refused

d'lous!"

caused the deacon to hesitate
they help powerful to show what fast situation
livln an strong drink will do once a in doubt a moment on the threshold.
Bending slightly forward and listening
man gets goin in the wrong way."
to catch the
The deacon started suddenly at the attentively, he managed
words:
meaning of his own words. A spade
R«t my money on the old b»y marc,
had finally been called a spade. Mrs.
Somebody bet on tbe gray.
Blrdsell straightway began to sob auThe doggerel had only one meaning
dibly, while her husband searched abto the deacon. It was a shameless destractedly for his handkerchief, which
fense of horse racing, an unholy pashe finally produced from the armhole

of his vest.
Joel Blrdsell filled the place of

THE MAN BEHIND THE PEN.

harsh Insinuation, but
Whistling softly
on the erring one.
to himself, he picked up the milk pails
again and started for the house, while

deacon, mystified and angered,
clambered up the perpendicular ladder

the

He threw down a
to the hayloft.
generous quantity of sweet smelling
impatient
clover to the neighing,
horses below and then leaned meditatively upon the fork handle to arrange in his mind the admonitory talk

which he was more certain than ever

after

alone Intervened between his brother

evenln

when

mother

an

me

thought you was at the Lowdens'? Say
sometbin, man! Are you struck clean

and irredeemable damnation.
The morning meal in the little farmhouse was not as comfortable as usual,
particularly for the farmer and his
wife. It might have been noticed that
the deacon lingered long and fervently
over the thanks which he Invariably
It might
offered up from his board.
have been noticed also that appended
to those fervent thanks was an earnest
supplication that Divine Providence In

dumb?"

ecornful look had left Jool's
face, and the suggestion of a triomphant smile played uround the corners of bis mouth as he watched the
successive stages of his brother's collapse. Hut malice was not a part of
Joel Blrdsell's make up. Ho answered
the deacon's question with a question.
"You ain't forgot, William," he asked
The

his all seeing wisdom might not Judge
"the day you an me signed
harshly the weaknesses of his erring seriously,
Well,
buck in Vermont?
children, all of which was lost on Joel, the pledge
share of It to this day,
inasmuch as It was well known to be I've kept my
but I nev«r signed a pledge not to get
a part or tiie deacon s rengious puuuaophy to regard all earthly beings as married."
"But you didn't tell us."
weak and sinful In the eyes of the
"I didn't have nothln for sure to tell
he was sur-

Lord. As for the deacon,
prised to note that Joel's appetite
seemed even better than usual.
The meal finished. Mrs. Blrdsell arose
question Joel made no immediate anHe seemed to be actually reckswer.

blank to settle α bill for somo
on the ground tbat the goods
The comwere not Just as ordered.
pany then instructed me to write him
the worst letter that I could Indite,
threatening blm witb all possible pains
and penalties, legal and otherwise, with
good measure of abuse thrown In, elnco

point

$Γ),000

they had little hope that be would pay

and less desire for bis custom In tho
future. Accordingly I bent myself to
the task. 1 hope I'm an honest man,
but I can't help saying that that letter
I suspect that It was
was a stinger.
the meanest thing that ever went Into
mall bag.
A few days later a messenger from
the manufacturing firm called and asked me to step over to their placo of
business, as there was a man there who
wished to meet me. I am about 5 feet
4 inches, and my weight averages 110
a

pounds.

When I reached the firm's place, I
ushered Into the private ofilco.
The first thing I saw, and about tho
only thing visible, was a big man who
was

must have weighed fully 300 pounds.
"Mr. Blank," said the president, "this
Is Mr. Dash, who wrote you that letter."
Mr. Blank arose, shutting off tho
light from two windows. For a full
minute he stood looking down at mo
with open mouth and bulging eyes.

Then he turned to the others and with
an expression of mingled astonishment
and disgust on his face said:
"Well,smitten Cœsarî If I had known

It was such a little, Insignificant, sawed off cricket who wrote me that letter,
I never would have paid that bill!"—

Harper's Magazine.

YOUR WATCH.
In laying aside a watch be suro that
it rests upon Its case.
A watch should be wound up every
day at the same tour.
Avoid putting It on a marble slab or
near anything excessively cold.
If suspended, the action of tho balmay cause oscillatlou, which will
Interfere with Its going.

ance

A sudden change of temperature, conthe metal, may Eometlmes
cause the mainspring to break.
The cold also coagulates the oil, and
the pivots and wheels work less freely
and affect the regularity of the time-

tracting

keeping.
To keep your watch clean take

caro

that the case tits closely and see tbat
the watch pocket Is kept free from
fluff, which Is so often given off by

linings.
Avoid sudden Jars and falls, for

even

not seem to affect it at tho
till last night. You know how courtln if It does
moment, a watch will resent rough
to
like
don't
man
A
speak
William.
Is,
handling by becoming gradually "out
right out"—
order" without apparent cause.
of
nnmiunvu
OllCti again lilt! UM1CUII
something tliut seemed to choke IiIm
How Πηηαηα Tree· (irow.
oning up the costs. After meditating words. "God Moss you both!" ho said,
It Is a peculiar fact that but ono
as be spoke.
he
while
trembled
voice
his
composeda
little
for
and
quietly
of bananas grows on a tree.
Then he added quickly: "Perhaps bunch
ly replied:
Is
I said. After tiie fruit has been cut the tree
little
a
hard
cost
the
does
things
it
forget
"Well, suppose
you'll
then cut down to the ground, and from
differthe
worth
It's
see"—
You
more? I guess
another tree sprouts which
"It's Just the same as if you hadn't the stump
ence."
bunch the following
another
bears
"An
The calm reduction of moral deprav- ever spoke 'em," Joel iuterrupted.
of farmers
to go year. The greatest trouble
time
there's
cents
yet
and
now
dollars
of
mutter
perhaps
ity to a
Is to keep the farms clear of sprouts.
you
an
Supposin
with
to
the
creamery.
feet
over
brought the deacon to his
They shoot up from the roots of tho
tell Martha about it while I'm gone."
impatient start
for α radius of ten foot and grow
troc
awaka
song
The quavering notes of
"An your friends, your new friends!"
from a deep brown like weeds.
deacon
ened
the
do
"What
suppose
you
he exclaimed.
As the fruit Is cut from the trece It
lie strode alone in the middle
little pack
they'll do when your money's goue7 study as
lie Is placed ou the bucks of
floor.
Listening,
storeroom
the
of
Are they goin to stand by you then?"
and transited lu tills way
donkeys
lost
were
until
words
they
the
"Come, William, you talk as If I was caught
to the coast. One donkey can currj
In the rattle of the wagon wheels:
goin to commit a crime instead of just
from three to six bunches, according to
Bet my money on the old bay mare,
followiu out a man's natural way.
the size of the bunches and the dis·
Somelxxly l>«t on the κr»y.
There ain't much danger of starviu
tance from the coast. In tho season at
the
anyhow." Joel's impatience, too, was The deacon did not stir until
Baracou there are more than 3,000 donbeginning to show Itself. "If you'ro Bound had died away in the distance. keys that stretch along In α lino for
I Then he left the barn and slowly walkgoin to go back on me now, well,
miles, ploddtug toward tho coast with
I can go ed up the path to the farmhouse. As
suppose there's other places
their loads of bananas.
I wasn't expectin to stay In the he reached the porch lie hesitated a
to.
he
old house much longer anyhow. But moment. "Darn my fool picture,"
Don't Dine Alone.
I didn't think this of you, William. It eold to himself, "I might have knowed
IIow many people dine alone? Tho
lier
mot
it! But it's a good joke on
aiu't deserved for you to get mad."
restaurants all number solitary diners
Ile. ν
"Tryln to play reproachful, eh? Just anyhow!"
among their regular clientage.
Then he entered the kitchen, closing
meD or wo*
look back over the last 30 years or
many thousands of people,
more. Ain't I always been all a broth- the door behind him.
men, will eat a lone dinner or supper
er could be? Ain't Martha been more'n
tonight In the cities and towns and
An
a flesh an blood sister could be?
hamlets of Christendom? The evil of
Harrison'· Courte·».
of an earhow about your home? Ain't It been
Harrison was always very eating alone Is the subject
"Benjamin
cheerful warning from
all a reasonable man could want?"
courteous and bouoruble in his dealings nest although
The hygleulc valThe deacon's voice trembled a little
with the young attorneys on the other the London Lancet
of
Is Insisted upas he rapidly summed up the list
side," suid one of his associates. "And ue of gregarious dining
The necessity of taking food In
unappreciated kindnesses.
be was always very kind to the employ- on.
"Well, William, I ain't forgettin all ees in the otlice. When I tlrst began social fashion is an Inherent racial sort
If a
who go against It
that, not a bit of It But what
reading law with him, if he found I of thing, and those
to pay for It
have
he
him
for
man after awhile gets tired of llvln had made
work
for
usually
in
years
any error
day In an day out In a rut? What if never scolded, but would suy, 'LIow is with some of the Ills of Indigestion.
he wants to get out Into a bigger, bet- this, Howard?' and I had my chance Breakfasting alone Is not bad for α
ter life? I suppose I wouldn't thought given me. If I could say anything for busy generation, but dining alone la
of It If the railroad hadn't been put myself, I might say it, or, if I could not α habit to be long continued, In civ*
I got to goin there first •how that he was mistaken, it was all lllzutlon or out of It, without disastrous
through.
when they was layln the tracks. Well, right. Then, if it transpired that the results.
that was all right enough, an tbeu"— fault was mine, all he would say would
▲ Trair Tro· Oof itorr.
"That'll do! Enough of that! I won't be, 'Fix It.' I have seen him very inHere Is an Australian dog story from
bear It from your lips."
dignant over injustice done his clients,
had been
his the back blocks: A sheep dog
"An then"—
but I never saw him angry or lose
a station Into a small
from
1
a
that
is
brought
name
the
temper or get out of fix, and
"Stop, man! I say stop, In
and fretted after the sheep.
of what little regard for decency you've great thing to say when I knew liitu township
a child was to be seen
hear from you! I for 34 years."—Christian Endeavor One day not
I
won't
left!
got
came
about the place, and as evening
to
listen
to
your
here
out
didn't come
I World.
the township became alarmed. Search
about
your
boastln an plumln yourself
the juveniles were
was made, and
reckless, senseless goin on."
Ancient Fishermen.
in the corner of ft
huddled
found
up
I
The deacon's bloodless lips trembled
Certain
hieroglyphics on ancient
the dog bad rounded
where
I
paddock,
command
Indicate
as he fairly thundered the
Egyptian monuments seem to
them up. Qe bad no sbeep to look aft»
I
and shook his clinched fist in unbridled that the people who erected these meThe narer, so be took the children.
wrath. "I won't have it made auy morials employed cormorants to catch
rator of this lie guarantees It as a fact.,
detail*
the
all
this
at
Into
do
Chinese
the
as
worse by your goin
fish for them,
"1
is known
Poor Good Habit·.
of what you did," he went on hotly.
day. In the same manner It
!
1
an
the
to
reason,
wanted you to listen
There are four good babit·—punctuthat the old Egyptians found in
wanted to talk to you like a brother snarl of crocodiles a favorite occupa- ality, accuracy, steadiness and dlaBut there ain't any reason left In you. tlon. Men in flat bottomed boats cov- patch. Without tbe first of tbese time
It's gone too far, an Martha an I'm toe ered with palm leaves seduced the un- Is wasted; without tbe second mistakes
late. You're proud of that broader lift lucky reptiles into shallow water and the most burtful to your own credit
All right
of dry- and Interest and that of other· may be
you talk about, are you?
speared them there. The art
then. Now listen to what I've got ti ing and curing fish, not discovered In committed; without tbe third nothing
for you t(
say. The way'· still open
Europe until the fourteenth century, can be well done, and without the

I

at}
torn over a new leaf an come back
th<
be one of us as you was before
Lowdens an their tavern came t<
oi
Quaker Church. It's got to be one
the other, an you've got to decide right
Either you quit this new, broad
now.

j

life that you've been barpin on οι
Martha at
you must get along without
me from this day forward!"

er

The deacon pronounced the sentenc<e
"Th<e
in excited, Impassioned tones.
h<β
way's open. Which do you taker'
t
repeated, wiping away the beads ο
cold sweat that stood out upon blι
brow.
Joel's flashed face tamed pale at tin9

known of old In the land
pharaobe, and pictures are still
representing the various stages
process and showing among
things how the big fish were
pieces before being desiccated.
was

It Worka Both War·.

of the
extant
of the

other

cat In

"Too are an ungrateful child! If It
hadn't been for you, I could bava gone
to the mothers' congress."
If It badn't been for me, yon couldn't
bars gone, because 700 wouldn't hare
been a mother."—Cleveland Plain Deal·
sr.

fourth opportunities of great advanto
tage are lost which it la lmpoaatble
recall.
Of Two Evils tk· Uimt,

Papa—Didn't I tell you, Willi* If Κ
caught yon playing with Tommy Jink
again I would whip you?
Willie—Yes, air.

were you playing
with him?
Willie-Well, I got lonesomer than I
thought a Uckln would hnrt so I Just
went over and played with him; thaff
why.—Detroit Free Press.

Papa-Then why

THE OXFORD BEAES.
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ISSUED T17BSOATS.

PARIS HILL.
rint Baptist Church, Se t. U. H. BUhop,
Pastor. Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. H.
Sunday School it AM. Sabbath Evening 8er
▼toe at 7:30 p. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 90 T. M.
Universalis! Church: Bev. J. C- Snow, D. D.,
Preaching service every Sunday at
pastor.
Il A. M. Sunday School at 12 M.

AT WOOD A FORBES,
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#1 JO a year If pahl strictly In advance,
otherwlae ti.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
A itTumezHuro :— AU legal advertisement*
are given three consecutive Inaerllou» for tl JO
per fitch la length of colama. Special contracte
made with local, tranalent and yearly advertla
era.

Jo* PitUTUO:—New type, faat preaaea, steam
power, experienced workmen an<l low price·
coin blue to make this department of our bnaine··

complete and popular.

•intiLS COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Itemocrat are four cente
each. Τ bey wtU be mailed on receipt of price by
the publlaher· or for the convenience of patron»
>lngle copie· of each l*sue have been placed on
wale at the following place· in the County :
Purlin'· Drug Store.
South l'art·,
Shurtiei'· Drug Store.
Noyée' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetinaater.
liucktteld,
A. F. Lewie, Insurance OlUce.
Fryeburg,
Mrs. llarlow, Port Office.
Pari· 11111,
Samuel T. White.
Went Parla,

Oxford
and

County Court Directory
Officers for
1901-2.

County

Supreme

IN AU

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JULY 16,1901.

Editor· tad

Judicial Court.

Term· fee 1901.

Scuond Tueeday of February.
Tueaday of October
Term» for 1902.

Second

A number of arrivals during the past
week at White Mountain View Farm,
James L. Chase proprietor, including F.
W. Leavitt and wife, Mrs. E. W. Hall.
Miss Maud E. Perley, of Gray Corner;
Frank Morris, John Morris, Miss Eftie
Morris, Miss Marion Morris, sons and
daughters of Col. Morris of Fort Banks,
Boston Harbor.
Curtis Clark of the Nazareth Hall (Pa.)
Military Academy is a guest at Old
Brick.
Mrs. M. B. Carter and Miss Dorothea
joined the rest of the family here the
Later the entire
first of last week.
family left for Bailey's Island where they
will remain for a few weeks. They have
made an exchange of houses for that
time, and the Carter house is occupied
by Mrs. Adams and
during^their absence
the Misses Adams of East Orange, Mass.
Wm. L. Perhaai and wife of NewYork Arrived at Ex-Governor Perham's
On Tues! for their vacation Saturday.
day they will go to their old camping
grouud at Speckled Mountain for a few
days of life in tents.
Leslie E. Newell has sold his pacer
Leslie, wliich made his first heat in
2:31 1-4 at the fair grounds on the
Fourth. The sale was made through
Wheeler and Thayer of South Paris.
The purchaser is Charles Trask of
Winthrop, and the price is said to be a

good

one.

Miss Agnes Brown and Miss Frances
Second Tueaday of March.
rinckle have returned from a visit of
Seeond Tueaday of October.
several weeks in Boston.
Donald, the 0-year-old son of Fremont
Probate Court.
Field on the Lapham fare, got kicked
by a horse Saturday. The horse's foot
At So·til Pariai!
struck him in the nose, breaking the carThird Tueaday of each month except August.
tilage and making a cut which it took
At Fry «burg.
five stitches to close.
ΚΙ at Tuesday· of June and December.
The week's arrivals at The Beeches
Miss
were Miss A. E. Offer, New York,
At Rumford Falls.
Miss Anna BrintSecond Tueaday of February, tteeond Tuesday Mary Talbot, Boston,
Tu~
Po
second
F.
Watertown,
of May, thin I Tuesday* of August,
ter,
nall, Miss A.
day of November.
Ν. Y., Mrs. Shaw, Portland.
Charles Stiver and El wood Stiver, of
Commissioners.
Court of
Nazareth, Pa., were guests at Lyondsden
a few days last week.
At South Parla.
They returned
and Mrs. Charles Stiver
Kegular neaslon·:—Second Tuex'txy of May. home Saturday,
Laat Tuesday of and Harry Orton, who have been there
Ftr»t Tuesday of September.
December.
for some time, returned with them.

County

«ι

County Commissioners.

John M Phllbnxjk,
Jonathan Bartlett,
tiniMlaU L>. Taylor,

Chairman,

County

Bethel.
East Stoneham.
Mexico

Officers.

Charles K. Whitman. South Pute,Cll of Courts.
County Attorney.
Ellery C'. Park. Bethel.
J. Heatings Beau.South Paris, Keglsteroi Deeua.

Eckley Ballarl, Kryeburg,
Register of Deeds, (Western Dtetrlet.)
Addlaon B. Herrtck, Bethel, Judge of Probate.
Albeit D. Park, South Parle, Rejecter of Probate.
Ueorge M. Atwood, South Parle. County Treas
J aine» K. Tucker, South Parts, Sheriff an< 1 Jailer.

Deputy Sheriffs.

Henry K. Hammon·!,
Jamca L. I'arker,
Τ lia· 1 ileus Crowe,
Albert P. BasseU,

ie-29.-Pryeberg
bnrg-on the-Saco.

Norway.
Norway.
Norway.
Bethel

Kryeburg.

Kast >1 Irani
Porter.

Lovell

Dix Held.
Canton.

Bucklleld.

Ruuifonl Kails.

Brldgton

Bethel.
Rum for· I Pall*.
Waterford.
Bryant'» l'on·!.

OOMING
July

Parle.

Crter,

Cyrua M. Worwell,
George U. Shirley,
Edgar L. KUnt,
Jam·· W. Chapman,
Walter C. Basse u,
Don A. Gate*,
Konello A. Barrow··,
▲. f. Warren,
Harrl» L. Elliott,
John V. Davie,
Miltoa Penley,
Pred A. Porter,
A .Miaou Κ. Huit,
Wellington Bird,

EVENTS.

School of

Methods, Krye

ly 31 Aug 1J.—Pryeburg School

of Theology
an·! the Churvh, Kryebiirgon-the-Saco.
IK. β.—Oxford Pouiona Grange, Went Mlnot.
Rtug. 10-17.—OKI Home week.
An* 14-24— Malue Chautau<|ua I'nlon, Fiji·
burg-on-the Sa<-o.
Aug. '£>-31—Suii'lay School Institute an<l Bible

School, Pryeburg-on-the-Saco.
Aug.'tt-Sept.'2.—Camp meeting. Empire Grove.
Sept. 17,18,19.—Oxford County fair, between
South Parle and Norway.
Sept. In, 13.—Oxford North fair, An·lover.
Sept. 24, AS, JS.—West Ox for I fair, Pryeborg.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Parlln's Prescription Pharmacy.
Cameras an·) Photo Supplies.
New Arrivals In furnishings.
Buy a Shirt Waist Now.
Keep Cool.
Hebron Academy.
Watch Lost.
Bankruptcy Notice.
Grass for sale.

HERE AND THERE.
The newspapers have been titling over
«lull season by discussing the authorship of the famous dispatch to Dewey,
instructing him to capture or destroy
the Spanish Meet.
Adïniral Crowuinshield seems to have the best claim to
date. But the most important thing
about the dispatch that has been revealed by the discussion is, that it would
would have been a little better Euglish
if the word "begun" hat! been substituted for "commenced."
a

A news paragraph regarding the attendance at the Pan-American Exposition figures ou a total of 10,000,000 for
the six mouths, and state· that 8,I>00,000
paid admissions with the revenues from
concessions "will repay the cost of the
Pan-American Exposition." We should
guess that was an error. Probably what
is meant is that eight million paid admissions will pay the running expenses
of the fair, which is all that is generally expected of such an institution.
A small-sized riot was started in NewYork a short time since by the paychairs in the park. It seems the city
government had granted a concession to
a private concern to place chairs in the
parks at a rental of five cents. As the
result of the agitation which followed
scheme
has
been
the affair, .the
abandoned. Somehow the idea of paychairs in a public park seems un-American, like that other European importation w hich is not so easily disposed of,
the tip-to-the-waiter idea.
The Supreme Court of New York has

judicially decidcd that base ball playing on Sunday is net in conflict with any
law. divine or state, "when nothing is

done to disturb the repose of the community." There is something deliciously novel about the conception of a ball
game which will not "disturb the repose
of the community."

Although the task of purging Cuba of

fever scourge seemed physically difficult and financially impossible
of accomplishment, it has practically
been already doue, since the American
occupation of the island. It was recently reported that for the tirst time in
some hundreds of years, there was not a
This is one of the
case on the island.
results of the war with Spain, which,
from the financial point of view must be
considered worth the whole cost of the
the

»

yellow

BUCKFIELD.
Mrs. Chas. C. Wells and Mr·. Bion
Bradbury of Portland are visiting their
1brother, Col. Bradbury, at Hotel Long.
Â. F. Bartlett and wife, of Lynn,
were at Hotel Long Wednesday.
and
son
Holman Waldron,
Mrs.
daughter, of Portland, have been guests
,
of
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron, of late.
J. F. Packard 1 as had his pension increased from $10 to $14 at this late day.
He gave long service, and has suffered
long from its effects.
Mrs. Vira Scammon, of Boston, is
visiting her father, J. F. Packard.
Herbert Irish has bought A. F. War·
ren's outlying land on the Turner road.
Mr. McConathy of Kentucky is at
Hotel Long. He has visited here several

υ

r>:i.w.

Mellen's!

Ι)..-.

Ι.,.,.Ι

in

summers.

Mrs. Jeanette Atwood is visiting at
Rumford Falls.
Miss M. II. Taylor of Boston and Miss
Una Prentiss Taylor of Paris dined at
Hotel Long Wednesday.
Architect J. C. Stevens and three
daughters, of Portland, arrived on the
morning train Thursday. Mr. Stevens
returned on the afternoon train, the
daughters remaining, the guests of Mrs.
Elizabeth Waldron.
Mrs. Χ). II. Hersey and daughter of

Thursday.
Almost every train brings visitors.
Mrs. Bert Allen, of South Boston,

Portland

came

is
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Asa
Atwood.
Misses Ella Small and Mabel Hunter
of Farmington are visiting at C. M.

Irish's.

G. M. Atwood and wife were in town

Thursday.
Eight houses on the lower end of the
street leading to Turner contain eighteen
persons. One child, three middle-aged,
all others elderly people. A few of the

mention: Mrs. Harriet
Long Lovering leads thorn all with her
00 years, which she carries very lightly,
while walking about the streets as
easily, apparently, as many much youngHer sister, Mrs. Thankful
er people.
Long Bacon, is in her 83d year. Mrs.
Hannah Witham Damon 80 years; Mrs.
Eliza Witham Damon 73 years; Ripley
Tuttle in his 80th year. Merritt Parsons
and Harnden Allen are very near octogenarians, while others may come in
with the list of some here mentioned.
These are nearly all in the enjoyment of
fair health, and able to be about and attend to their affairs. These do not comprise all by any means. Aunt Marcia
Bates, mentioned in the Democrat not
long since, 97. There are several smart
old ladies, widows, but I forbear, lest it
might affect their matrimonial ventures.
Mr. Howland Ford, 91 years of age,
Ile was a brother
was in town Friday.
of the late N. C. Ford of Sumner, who
93
of
be
lived to
years
age.

older

I

we

will

FRYEBURG.
BETHEL.
Mrs. S. L. Poet came to E. P. WesMr. Walter Chandler of Norway spent
on
Friday, July 5th, for the sumiSundav with hie parents in Bethel, where ton's
1liie fa ily have been spending a few mer.
Mrs. E. G. Fife has been in Boston the
1weeks.
The Misses Mitchell of Rockland have past week.
Mrs. Butler of Warren, and Miss But1been guests at Mr. Copeland's, the past
ler, sister of Mrs. Whitmore, are atCapt.
week.
will tend in
Miss Isabel Shirley and her father, Whitmore'e. Miss Butler
new store.
:Mr. Geo. H. Shirley of Brooklyn, Ν. Y., Capt. Whitmore'e
Miss Susanna Weston is still sick in
1have arrived fn Bethel to spend the reShe was
ιmainder of the summer at the sunyner Boston, though recovering.
not able to return with her sister, Mary,
residence of Mrs. £. T. Russell.
sickness.
her
there
called
by
The pastor aud a good delegation from who was
Mrs. S. A. Page and daughter, Clara,
<the Epworth League attended the confor two weeks.
Pool
at
Biddeford
are
1
vention at Norway.
Mrs. McKenney is now occupying her
Letters from Miss Grace Ames report
brother's, Dr. Gordon's house.
ιa delightful trip upon the Continent.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Howe have been
Dr. J. A. Morton is very feeble again
home from Boston for a short visit at
<and grave doubts are entertained of his at
Miss Mary Howe's.
ιrallying.
Miss Alice Glines is at home from her
Wednesday, Mr. Alonzo Ilaynes died
H.
after an illness of one week. Funeral school in Wolfboro, Ν.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fifleld are now
services took place Friday, Rev. Mr.
occupying their house.
Pillsbury officiating.
Dr. Arthur Eastman and family of St.
August 15th is the time decided upon
at "The
who are
by the Indies' Club for the annual fair. Paul, Minn., were in thestaying on Tuesvillage
Miss Eva Barker has returned for the Kearsarge,"
of his mother,
summer season and will
re-open her day, inquiring for friends
Maria Farrington of Conway, who was a
dress making rooms.
here and
Mrs. J. G. Gehring pave a delightful well-known scholar and teacher
farewell party to Miss Amarita Mueller who married John Eastman, son of Wm.
of Cleveland before her departure. One K. Eastman of Conway.
Miss Ginn of Boston, who has spent
of the pleasantest features of the evenseveral summers here, is at Miss Page's,
ing was the piano solo rendered by also
Miss Dyer of Boston.
1'rof. Albert Gehring of Cleveland, who
Miss Weston, a Portland teacher is at
is not only a finished musician but a
Ο. J. Swan's.
Miss
composer of music.
Mr. Sidney Perkins of Salem is visitMiss Williams, daughter of Rev. Mr.
some
Williams, who will be pleasantly re- ing his mother and also spending
membered as formerly pastor of the time at East Conway.
Mrs. Haskell went to the hospital,
Congregational church in Shelburne, lias
been engaged to fill the vacancy in Portland, on Monday with one of her
Gould Academy, caused by the resigna- twin daughters for treatment for a lame
tion of Mrs. J. V. Holt nee Miss Alice knee. They returned at night, but will
go again for a later operation.
Purington.
Mr. Willard is to return as principal
Mr. Archer Grover has accepted the
should insure a
position of instructor in physical culture of the academy which
large attendance next year.
in Maine University.
The "School of Methods" begins July
WEST BETHEL
15. No teacher who can possibly at"The swret-soented blossoms of clover
tend, can afford to miss opportunities
Are mown anil heaped up the Heidi* over,
and advantages that are offered by no
And tuft sings the milkmaid who pastes
other teachers' convention.
Down over the closely-shorn grasses.
1

"And somehow the day's task is lighter,
The cloud* of the sunset are brighter,
As. hap, y, h he lives a day over
'Midst swcet-scentcd blossoms of clover."

Showery

weather continues.
We must "make hay when the sun
if
it
is ever made.
shines"
Aldeu F. Mason of Lewiston recently
visited his brother and sisters near this

village.

L. Frank Grover and wife of Berlin,
Ν. H., spent the Fourth with his foster
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. I). Grover.
We try to be content with everything
which God sees fit to give us, but deinsects sometimes try our
structive

patience.
George Gammon
been spending a

of Lynn, Mass., has
few days with old
EAST SUMNER.
Rev. P. E. Miller and family have been friends in this village and vicinity.
D. I). Fletcher and Harry Lane have
«lays.
calling upon old friends in the vicinity.
Miss Houghton has a catalpa tree just Mr. Miller's present pastorate is at Cum- moved here from Swan's Corner, and
are working in the mill of
Morrill,
coining into bloom. Several have ex- berland Centre.
A earload of first-class hay weather Springer & Co.
pressed a desire to see it in bloom, and
Otis N. Mason of Boston, a Pullman
there is now an opportunity.
would be welcome just now. But the
There will be a series of entertain- present weather is far preferable to such car conductor betweon Boston and Gor\Γr>
)»«*·«% vîuifuil l»iu ttifonfa
on/1 \fre
ments giveu at Academy Ilall under the drought as occurred last season.
«η Sunday last.
W.
ist
S.
versai
of
the
Uni
Mason,
Sunday
will
be
when
secured
The
auspices
hay crop
There was a fine dis]#ay of fireworks
School beginning next Friday evening, quite heavy. Other crops generally are
at Birchmont, the homo of Mrs. L. E.
July 19th with a musicale and prome- promising.
For
Bean and sister, on the evening of the
nade. All are cordially invited.
Very few summer visitors as yet.
further particulars see flyers.
From a recent visit to Poland Spring Fourth.
Warren Staples has moved from Locke
we found that the big house was rapidly
WHITTKMOKE DISTRICT.
and the place is as charming Mills into the newly finished tenement
tilling
up.
1 t|.„
1 .1 —1Ï--I. * f.. 1
vr„4
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Small left July 10
in the house of A. J. Haskell, and there
for a visit to Mr. Small's sister in Berof the Kickers have made the is now no vacant rent in the village.
enterprise
lin, N. II* after which Mrs. Small will place unequalled for beauty and enjoyvisit her daughter in Canada.
ment.
MEXICO.
Mrs. Ε. E. Royal started Monday. July
June 30, David Morgan made
Sunday,
8th, for a visit to her old home and relALBANY.
an
unprovoked assault on Vivian
atives in New York, where she will meet
is having the same weather I Richards,
Albany
making three cuts on his face,
Mrs. Royal exa sister from the West.
Not
of
rest
the
as
the
county.
suppose
requiring the surgeon who dressed the
pects to visit her son and family in De- the best of hay weather by any means. wounds to use several stitches. Mr.
troit, Mich., before arriving home.
But this morning we see Abel Andrews Richards is out and attending to his
Cora E. Bowker and Walter Barnes of out
trying a new Walter A. Wood work now. Close watch has been kept
at
a
vacation
are
at
on
home
Portland
He only mowed his dooryard for Morgan, but he has not been found.
mower.
Mrs. Ο. M. Bowker's.
to get used to the seat I suppose.
He may have skipped the country, but
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Wheelèrof BuckII. McNally has taken one bend off the prevailing opinion is that he is not
tield and Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Mason and from bis (the I>ea. Love
joy) barn, and far away—that friend or friends supply
sou of Paris were the
guests of A. O. is putting on new tinish preparatory to him with food, and he is awaiting a time
Wheeler July 7th.
when he can get out of it without su
shingling.
A.A.Swift's mother, Mrs. Rowe of
C. A. Grover is shingling his house much risk as an attempt would be atSouth Paris, is visiting him this week at
II.
Wilbur
and
O.
making tended with now.
(the
house)
Mrs. Drake's.
other improvements around.
Tuesday morning about 2 o'clock F.
Mrs. Carrie Brings and daughter Lulu
Dr. Chas. Hutchinson, of Portland, a C. Richards A Son's steam mill was disare away for a while for the benefit of
former resident of Albany, is visiting covered on fire, and the destruction of it
Mi>s Brings' health.
his birthplace once more. The most of well under way.
It could not be savod,
Haying goes on slowly in this section his relatives and acquaintances are gone. and became a total loss, with all the
of the town, owing to the dull weather.
We seethe county commissioners have machinery iu it. Many tools were burnA tool chest tilled with good cargiven notice that they are thinking of ed.
giving us some more new road to build, penter tools owned by Elisha T. RobinBRYANT POND.
this time near Lynchville, so as to less- son was burned.
The dry house conE. P. Collier and family and George en the
grade as we go to Stonehain. nected with the mill, and quite a large
Collier ami family of Cohasset, Mass., We
suppose it will help Stoneliam. amount of lumber, also, went up in
E. P. and
arrived in town Tuesday.
The lose was nearly $S,000,
Well, it is an old saying that "It is an tlames.
family occupy his cottage. Camp Cohas- ill wind that olows nobody any good," without insurance. This mill, being the
set, and his brother and family are so
on.
go
only one near by us, is a great public
renting Camp Christopher. Both famMrs. A. G. Bean is taking a two weeks' loss.
Much doubt is expressed as tc
ilies make a party of fifteen.
with
at
Old
Orchother
friends
mill beinu built.
another
outing
Very little
No.
44,
Evergreen Assembly,
Pythian ard to try a change from mountaiu fog doubt if any exists as to the cause
of the
of
held
an
installation
Sisterhood,
to sea fog.
lire—everyone thinks some villain placed
officers at Grange Hall, July 9, which
a torch to it, and expressions are made,
was attended by their families and the
RUMFORD.
indicating quite plainly who the sup
The inK. of P.'s and their families.
Mrs. Geo. Stearns, from Millinockett, posed villain is.
stallation service was very ably peris visiting Mr. and Mrs. Asa Martin.
Mrs. Hiram Virgin died Sunday mornformed by Mrs. Cole, G. C., and Mrs.
The V. I. S. Circle met with Mrs. J. ing, after weeks of great suffering.
Bowker. G. M. at Α., of Portland, as- II. Barker
A daughter, 4 years old, of Richard
Wednesday.
sisted by Mrs. Tirrell as 2d M. at Α., and
Miss Sadie Farrar is visiting her father. Gill, died recently of scarlet fever.
Mrs. Bessee as G. P. After the installaMrs. Edgar Delano is ill.
Cases of mumps and scarlet fever arc
tion there were some fine readings by
Mrs. S. Ι<. Moody and children went not numerous at present.
Miss Geneva Hutchins and Mrs. Edward
to Andover Sunday and returned TuesWe have seen no one with tears rollThompson, sisters of the assembly. Ice day.
ing down the cheek, caused by the
cream
and cake was served in the
is
Haying
progressing very slowly. knowledge that the county commissionPythian Hall, and a sociable time was Rain every day and cloudy weather.
ers granted the prayer of the petitioners
all.
enjoyed by
Mark Elliott is reported more com- who want a road from Mexico to Rumthe
officers
15,
Monday evening, July
fortable.
ford Falls, across Swift River, near it*
of Fraternal Lodge, No. 118, K. of P.,
Mr. Smith preached a very interesting intersection with the
Androscoggin.
were installed by D. D. G. C. Richardsermon Sunday on the Encouragements Brother Wright,
attorney for the opson and G. P.
Proctor of Norway, asand Discouragements of a Missionary ponents, discovered what he was at,
sisted by Azel Bryant, Master at Arms
I.ife in Turkey.
Mr. Smith's homo for early in the hearing, and, we surmise,
of Fraternal Lodge.
The Sisterhood
twelve years was in Turkey. He is the wished himself well out of it.
and families of the K. of P.'s were presson of a missionary there.
Abel Farrington has sold and deeded
ent by iuvitation.
After the installafour house lots this week—all to Peru
tion a few remarks were made by some
OXFORD.
people. One lot was of an acre and a
of the Knights, then an adjournment to
Rev. Mr. Xewjiort preached a sermon half, the other lots one acre each. The
the lower hall was called by G. C. Carl
on Patriotism and Good Citizenship Sun
large lot is west of the Harlow Hill road,
Dudley, where refreshments of cake aqd
the othere east of that road and the road
strawberries and cream were provided day morning.
Mr. and Mrs. II. O. Blake have sent that leads to J. M. Doyen's, and fronts
and enjoyed by all.
on the county road leading to Dixfield.
Albert Bowker is stopping at home out invitations to the marriage of their
Bert Small has bought a large lot of
daughter Mamie to Dr. H. R. Farris on
this week.
the I. E. Gleason heirs, and will have a
Irvin L. Bowker visited his folks July 25.
Mrs. Augustus Perkins and Miss Eva cellar dug and stoned before this apWednesday.
in the Democrat.
There was a social hop at Grange Hall Perkins of Cambridge, Mass., are visiting pears
Mrs. Millie Gleason has sold the tavrelatives here.
Wednesday, sixteen couple participating
Miss Anna Cummings spent her vaca- ern stand lot to E. R. Stevens for $600.
in the dancing.
Mr. Stevens will take the old barn from
The services of Mr. Brown and wife tion with her sister, Mrs. French.
Mr. Crosby and daughters, Madge and the lot, aud build a nicc storehouse and
are secured at the Baptist church, where
stable on the lot.
The change will
he will preach every Sunday forenoon, Kthel, of Boston, are visiting friends
please us all.
with the exception of the first Sunday here.
Hiram
Richards
haR
sold the cottage
Lura Daniels, little daughter of James
of the month.
Mr. Brown has rented
he has just completed to Charles W.
the Reuben Whitman stand, which was and Agnes Daniels, died of dropsy of the
heart July 10, aged β years.
Guptill, who now occupies it.
bought recently by Charles Hill.
The tenement vacated by Mr. Guptill
Emmie Ballou of Lynn, Mass., died of
Mrs. Reuben Whitman has gone to
in the Elwin Gleason house, was immeheart disease, July 10, aged 18 years.
Stark, Ν. H.
diately taken by 'Γ. P. Cole, who moved
Miss lmogene Whitman arrived home
here from Canton.
STOW.
recently accompanied by a friend, Miss
Shirley Brown's wife and child arc
Clifford and John Eastman are cutting
Bessie Franklin.
visiting at Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Wheeler and the hay on Willard Abbott's place.
Herbert O. Gleason and Chester Allen
two sons and daughter arrived at Frank
There is lots of grass that lies just as
came hero from Phillips the 3d.
They
Cushman's Sunday.
Mr. Wheeler and it was cut on account of the rainy
took in Rumford's celebration the 4th,
Miss Lida Wheeler returned that night. weather.
and
to
returned
Phillips the 5th. They
Mr. Stiles, daughter, and two children
The rest of the family remained for a
came and returned on bikes.
are visiting at O. P. Charles'.
few days.
Thos.
L.
Weeks
has sold 810 baskets
Bertha Charles is at home for a few
Miss Lizzie Stevens
has returned
of strawberries from a small parcel of
home.
days from Gray's Inn, as is also Mrs.
land this season.
Sold all of them to
Horace G'ushman and Bertha are at Elkins.
home for the present.
Josiab Stearns of Lovell is in town Simeon Packard for 10 cents a quart,
Quite a number of quarts still reRev. E. A. Hoyt of Dover, Ν. II., will running a line for Eugene Charles and #81.
main on his vines, and he will got an
preach in the Universalist church here, I.ester Fernald.
addition to the sum obtained.
3
Mrs. C. T.
Win. K. Sparrow of New York city
has been a guest at Old Brick for a few

Sunday, July 21, at

p. m.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rogers have returned from Maiden, Mass., and will
stop with her people a few weeks, then
return to Massachusetts, as Mr. Rogers
has a position to teach in Newton.
The funeral services of E. L. Dodge, a
veteran of the civil war, were held at
war.
North Woodstock Thursday forenoon.
The interment was at Locke's Mills.
A prominent ami well-known publishMrs. Emily Felt is still in very poor
ing house in New York tdty recently health. Her daughter Lena came
home
sent one of its member!) t^Auburn to
from West Poland Friday night.
induce W. W. Stetson, State SuperinMrs. Emma Estes is visiting friends in
tendent of Schools, to have them publish
the place.
his art lectures in book form. The offer
Dr. Bucknam spent the night at Ansel
was a very flattering one, financially,
but Supt. Stetson does not care to put Dudley's recently.
It is reported that Miss Ola Dudley ia
these lectures in book form for a few
gaining in health slowly. She is still at
years. It is his intention to do this Portland.
later on and there is no doubt about
their success when it is done. The
LOVEU.
reputation of these lectures in PennsylL. L. Stearns and Will B. Lord have
vania was what induced the New York
firm to send a man here for the purpose gone to Rockland, Mas*., to work in the
named. Supt. Stetson has lectured shoe shop. Business Is brisk there, and
much in that state, and is constantly re- the workmen earn good wages.
Β. E. Brown and wife were at home
ceiving invitations from there to come
from Rockland last week, but have reagain.
turned there again.
A grand lodge for Maine of the AnThe summer houses and cottagee are
cient Order of United Workmen was getting well tilled.
formed at Augusta Thursday, and after
Ο. E. Andrews has bought the hay on
λ spirited contest, Kev. C. S. Cummings the M. K. Be m is land, and with Benj.
of Auburn was elected as the first grand Russell and Charles Barker is cutting it.
Seth Hutchins has sold his livery busimaster workman. In the past the Maine
members of the organizations have ness to F. C. Walker and H. S. Kimball.
been under the jurisdiction of the Mas- The teams are kept at the American
sachusetts grand lodge, but a recent House stable, but the hotel itself is
triple assessment resulted in a move- closed to travelers.
ment to have Maine set off and made a
Ν. T. Fox bought a good-looking
hone at North Waterford this week.
separate grand body.

WEST SUMNER
Wilbur Field is at homo for hi» summer vacation from Massachusetts where
he is teaching.
Mr. Maynard J. Beal, wife and children, of Haverhill, Mass., are visiting at
Dr. Andrews'. Mrs. Beal is a sister of
Mrs. Andrews.
Mrs. Clifton £. Dunham presented her
husband with a boy on July 4th.
Charlie Kyersoa was at home a few
days recently from Liveriuore Falls.
L. L. Gardiner has had a handsome
bird house set in his yard.
There was a meeting of the Oxford
Co. Telephone and Telegraph Co. last
Wednesday, at which it was voted to
connect this telephone line with the
Eastern Telephone Co.
There was a
large attendance and much enthusiasm
shown.
LYNCHVILLE.

Payson McAllister and Kip Flanders
are helping H. B. McKeen hay, when
there is any hay weather.
Mrs. Eugene McKeen is gaining. She

ANDOVER.
The graduation exercises of the class
The
of '01 passed off most acceptably.
exercises were of a high order, and each
part was rendered to the praise of the
The Rumford Falls Orchestra
class.
rendered some very fine music.
The people of Andover were treated to
an evening of music by Professor Chapman and his artists.
The girl whistler
delighted the audience immensely, as
did Mr. Miles in vocal selections.
They
were listened to by a crowded house.
So much rainy weather has rendered
Several who began last
haying slow.
week have suspended operations until
settled weather.
Summer boarders are coming back to
spend a few weeks among the hills of
Andover.
Mrs. Abby Poor and Miss Abby Carpenter are having a house built on the
shore of Roxbury Pond, in a most de-

lightful spot.

•iREFNWOOD.
Last Friday morning it began to look
like hay weather, so that one man got
his mower out, cut an acre and raked it
into windrows, thinking to get it in the
next day, when it commenced raining,
and the sun has hardly been seen up to
this writing.
It is hardly necessary to
add that the hay is still in the field. The
situation is getting to bo serious. There
are acres of crops unhocd yet. One man
has two acres of potatoes to hoe, and his
He is living
grass is all ready to cut.
on a large farm and cannot procure help
at any price.
Sylvester Cole is now carrying the
mail for Uncle Sam, going with it to
West Paris in the morning, then back
home, and down after it again at night.
Iustead of building a barn, as he and his
son Fred intended at first, they have
built a stable 24x30, and will make that
answer until next year.
Elmer Waterhouse, together with his
wife and daughter, are down from Massachusetts, and visiting his mother, the
Widow Jackson, and other relatives.
Charles Felt of Portland is expected
soon with his family, and will occupy a
part of Mrs. Jackson's house.
Mrs. Jesse Daniel visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ν. M. Rowe of South Paris,
last week.
The roads are badly washed, and it
would require $100 to put them all in
good shape in this district. The farmers
are taxed heavily to hire game wardens
to watch the wild stock, while eating
and trampling down his crops, and at
the same time have to get along with
roads that are hardly worthy of the
And yet we are said to be living
name.
in the year of our Lord 1001.
It is sad to read of the untimel· deaths
that occur from one week to another—
persons killed in every imaginable way,
and yet only a small part of the actual
number ever reach us.
In one of our
western papers the average number of
such deaths is about twenty-five, and
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country.

By making special effort the other
day enough was learned of the baby
mentioned last week, so that its history
Patrick Π. Scully
can be briefly given.
and wife, formerly of Prince Edward Is-

land, but now of Mechanic Falls, are lie
happy parents of this, their lirst-born.
Several weeks ago Mrs. Scully came dp
to stop a while with her brother, James

Perry, and in due time became the
mother of the baby in question.
In regard to its age, sex, name and weight
the reader is respectfully referred to another column in this paper.
PERU.
Clarence Young and Joe Hodsdon have
moved on to the farm they bought of
Mrs. Roberts.
Mrs. Lizzie Roberts has gone to Vermon on a visit.
Guy Gibbs has returned to Hebron.
Clint Poland has been to Lewiston and
bought him a largo horse of Jonas

Edwards.
Born, on the 10th, to the wife of P. L.

WEST BUCKFIELD.
HIRAM.
Shirley Bonney hae swapped horeee.
The selectmen have been in session
Harry Buck and wife went to South
this week assessing and committing the
Parle Monday.
tax to Hon. Almon Young, collector.
Mrs. J. A. Warren and Mrs. M. A.
EH C. Wadeworth has thirty-one
at Mountain War en and children were at Π. H.
at his

boarders
View Farm.

cottages

Some days ago a
applied to
Justice Llewellyn A. Wadeworth for a
warrant against a man (or a case of
drunkenness in Baldwin in Cumberland
County. We hope the loyal sheriff will
be able to keep the critter in subjection,
so that other counties will not be called
upon to take care of the superabundance
Mr. James H. Ridlon is quite ill with
heart disease.
About seventy-five couples met at
Ralph Kilgore'e the 4th to dedicate his
Much dancing and refreshnew hall.
ments in abundance made the occasion
an

enjoyable

one.

Ira Cole of Newry Corner was accidentally burned in the face the 4th by
the too familiar handling of powder.
They have a little daughter, exact
date of birth unknown, at Jack Eagle's
at the Tide.
George Spinney of this town and Fred
Mont from Errol, Ν. II., have bought a
farm in Albany and are about moving
their families.
Norman Dudley of
Mr. and Mrs.
Bethel are assisting at Ε. B. Knapp's

from

a

BROWNFIELD.
Mrs. Sarah Whitney of Denver, Col.,
is visiting friends in this vicinity.
Mrs. Will McDonald, of Parsonsfleld,
is stopping at Mr. John McDonald's.
Quite a number of people from the
city are boarding in town.
Berries are plenty. Blueberries are
selling at ten cents a quart.
Mrs. Sarah Boynton, who is working
at North Conway, came home for a day
to visit her children.
Fred Eaton is at home on a visit to
his mother. He ia in rather poor health.

WILSON'S MILLS
School closed June 28tli, taught by
Mise Bessie Searles of Newry.
J. C. and R. S. Bean wont to Colebrook the first of the week.
A picnic for the children was held in
a grove that was once a part of Joshua
SUMNER HILL.
Lombard's farm, which is now a fine
School closed June 28, after a successgrove of second growth. Singing by the ful term
taught by Miss Alice Davenchildren, and recitations under the flag port. Pupils
not missing ono day are:
wo all love.
A dinner was served to all
M lee LllUsn Robinson.
present, with a dessert of ice-cream and
Miss Edith Harrett.
Mise Lois HollU.
plenty of lemonade. Everything passed
Master Herbert Blsbee.
off pleasantly, under the management of
Master Arthur Noyes.
R. A. Storey.
A dance was held at
Master Virgil Barrett.
Hall
in
the
for
the Pupils
Grange
evening
missing but one day:
young people.
Master Frank 8cndder.
a
ctowd
went
to
ColeFriday quite
Ma»ter Edgar Barrett.
brook to Main's Show, and so ends the
Master Ralph Harrett.
week of the 4th.
A number from this placo wont to
Rumford Falls the Fourth.
NORTH BUCKFIELD.
Stella Cox is on the sick list.
Mrs. Ernest Swallow of Windsor,
P. Q., is a guest of J. C. Heald and
EAST BETHEL.
family this week.
Farmers are waiting for sunshine to
Maggie Ileald has returned from make hay.
Salem, Mass., where she has been on a
Miss Blanche Swan is working for
visit this summer. A friend,
Mrs. Mrs. C. Bartlett, Hanover.
Butler, of Salem, Mass., came with her
Miss Lena Young has returned homer
ami is now a guest of B. F. Heald and from Massachusetts.
family.
Mr. Sumner Brown visited Berlin, N.
N. Mason has gone to Auburn on a H., last week.
visit.
J. M. Bartlett was at home from BerQuite a number of A. S. Bessey's lin, Ν. H., fourth of July week.
have
been
sick
with
the
family
Mrs. W. C. Howe from Waltham,
measles,

How Francis

Key Happened

NORTH PARIS.
It is rather late perhaps, but I wish to
speak of the children's exercises at the
M. E. chapel June :10th. Those exercises
were a credit to the children and those
who trained them, and well worthy of
all praise.
There was a picnic at A. D. Andrews
DENMARK.
July 4, and there were present besides
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Ilall and Mr. W. the family Prof. W. W. Andrews and
E. Lawn of Brockton, Mass., have been
family of Portland, Rev. and Mrs. Rich,
guesteof Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Gray the Dr. Ε. H. Andrews and family, and Mr.
past week.
and Mrs. Charles Edwards. All enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray are in a fine time.
Mr. Gray is
Portland for two weeks.
Mrs. Cora Crawford has been visited
to have a cataract taken from one of his
by her little niece, Edith McAllister.
eyes.
Ida Littlehale is at work for Quinby
Mr. George H. Colby has a house full Perliam of Woodstock.
of summer boarders.
Mr. B. W. Nevers has gone to Sweden
Mr. Ed Head has a number of boarders to remain a few days.
for the season.
Mrs. Cora Marshall of Wést Paris saw
Mrs. Jennie Pride has returned to a deer on Ε. E. Field's meadow July 11.
Denmark, and is caring for the children It was in the road and remained standof Frank Kennison at his home.
ing until she drove within four or five
The weather has been very bad for rods.
haying in this section the past week.
/
BYRON.
Born to the wife of R. E. Taylor, July
7, a daughter. Also on the same date
to the wife of George Bissone, a son.
Buckskin Sam is out from Bemis and
Ile exis stopping at A. S. Young's.
pects to spend some time mining on the
East Branch.
Jack J. Taylor, who was quite severely
injured on the railroad recently, came
up to see his little son at A. S. Young's.
Ed E. Knapp's little son got a kernel
He was obliged
of corn into his nose.
to take him to a surgeon who was obliged to give hiin chloroform to extricate
the corn.
Clarence Young bought two cows of
Dr. S. Taylor, one of F. D. Abbott and one
He drove them to his
of R. Richmond.
new farm in Peru, Monday.
Dr. S. Taylor has a now Champion
horse rake.
J. E. Shaw, A. S. Young and some
others have begun haying.
Potato bugs are plenty.
EAST HEBRON.
But a very small amount of the haj
cut has been stored, the weather liai
been so changeable the past week.
Aubrey Dyer of Chase's Mills is cutting
W. S. Bucknam's grass.
Eugene Lowell has hired to Howard
Conant through the hay season.
II. B. Phillips is having a time witli
neuralgia in his face and a cold with s
His brother Herman if
severe cough.
He is now al
doing chores for him.
home unable to work his face is so pain
ful.
Mrs. Eliza Kneeland has returned
home to Portland this week from hei
sister's, Mrs. A. M. Fogg's, where sin
has been for several weeks.
Rev. L. D. Tibbetts is having his va
cation and will return home in season tc
occupy his desk the 20th of this month
He will pass the greater part of his va
cation with his parents in South Lewis
ton. The Christian Endeavor Societj
will hold their meetings at 10:30 a.m.
in his absence.
A. M. Fogg is gaining.
Many wen
exposed to measles before the disease
was known to be measles.
Mr. Clark, agent for the Wheeler A
Wilson sewing machine, visits this placi
each month to sell. Mrs. F. O. Hodsdoi
bought a machine of him last week.
O. 0. Roberts bought a horse at Me
chanic Falls last week to drive and worl
on his father's farm in haying.
Ted Atwood left for Rumford Fallc
last Wednesday.
He is missed verj
muni.

1.» I,·* fnion,!»

HEBRON.
Rev. S. D. Richardson was at Wes
!
>Iinot Tuesday to attend the funeral o:
his sister, Mrs. Azor Bicknell.
Mrs. Fred Marshall and Mrs. Brace)
Bean, with Mrs. Marshall's little daugh
ter, Etliel, are visiting Mr. and Mrs
James Pike at their cottage at Falmontl

Mrs. Victoria Barrows has moved bacli
from Chelsea, Mass., and will occupy hei
old home with her son Harry.
Prof. Hereey of Freeport High School
is the guest of Mrs. C. E. Harden this
week.
Miss Lila Harden is at home for the
summer vacation from Everett, Mass.

Mr. A. Eastman of East Boston is visiting his former neighbors in this

DORCHESTER, MASS.

BUY
A Shirt Waist NOW. All
colored waists marked

WAY DOWN!

]

$ .35

$ .50 Waists for

.50

1.00 Waists for
2.00 Waists For

1.00

Every waist made this

in

season

styles.

the latest

SMILEY,

THOMAS

MAINB.

NORWAY,

New Arrivals
in Furnishings.

M. D. Brown was at A. J. Abbott's a
few days last week.
Mrs. Graves has arrived at her cottage
with her children for the summer.
Charles Ross is suffering from blood
poisoning from a wound in a finger, lie
went to Lewiston last week to have it

treated.
Mr. Webb is helping Abner Benson
haying.
Oscar Kimball is at work for Dea. Dunham, who is to make extensive improve^

All the time

This

store.

things

new

store aims to

are

M
«

into the

coming

every fad before
Among the new

place

the public as soon as out.
These
arrivals are two line· of linen collars.
One
are in the double band, turn down shape.
has a narrow welt around the edge ; the other is
woven into a basket weave etl'ect. All sizes from

ments in his barn.

NORTH ALBANY.
Mrs. Martha Kimball has five boarders,
the men that cut the pine on the
farm that Mr. Lowell purchased of R. L.
Wescott.
Milford Brown and crew have finished

cts. each.

for 10
14 to 16. We seil these collars
New lines of shiit waists and hosiery.

peeling bark.

Roscoe Emery has cut the hay for
Leslie Kimball that he bought of Mr.
Lovell.
J. P. Kimball of Stark, Χ. II., visited
his relatives in this place recently.
A large number of people attended the
fireworks at the pond on the Fourth.
Our school closed Friday.
Cleve Brown has killed his hog, and
Friday he and Ed McPhee are
it out.
Freeman Bennett is busy haying, lie
has two or three farms to cut besidef
his own.
John Kimball and Herman Brown arc
going to work for Freeman Bennett hay-

new

things in

H. B. FOSTER,
Opera

Several

neckwear.

-

Block, NORWAY,

House

MAINE.

peddling

Supplies

Cameras and Photo
WHOLESALE

ing.

Largest Stock and

"Wall" Brown is at Mason at work foi
Mr. Duncan McLcod.
Milford Brown is at work for Fred

HILLS'

Ordway.

AND

RET* IL.

Lowest Prices in Oxford

THE

County

JEWELERS,

!
at

MAINE.
NORWAY,
All the leading Cameras at discounts from list prices. All the leading
makes of Dry Plates, Papers, Supplies, etc., etc. The only agent in town
EAST BROWNFIELD.
for the "Eastman Kodak Co.'s" and the "General Aristo Co.'s" products.
and direct
of North The
Mrs. Charles Stiokney,
only place in town where you can find such goods fresh
ampton, Mass., who has beeutheguesl from the factories. We handle no cheap imitation papers—only lirst-class
of Miss Isabelle Stickney, has returnee
customers :
goods. The following are a few prices to ourandregular
home.
dozen
seven
upwards.
makes,
Plates,
25c
4x5,
Miss
Grant
and
Mr. Robert
Dry
May Daj
have been visiting at West Ossipee
Embossed Card Mounts, for 4x5 pictures, only 7c dozen.
The farmers are busy when the sur
shines as hoeing and haying both comt
at once.

Ν. Π.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Warren of Has!
Wakefield, Ν. II., have been visiting Mr
and Mrs. John Butterfield.
Mr. Wm. Greenlaw, of New York, ii
visiting his mother, Mrs. O. A. Perkins
Mrs. Sarah Brcslin of Keunebunkporl
has arrived at her cottage.
Mrs. Mary E. Pcckham, of Providence
R. I., is spending the summer with hei
son's family upon Spring Street.
Misses Carrie and Viola Johnson anc
Xnllie Parmenter. of Walthain. Mass.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. F. John
sun.

Miss Minnie Stevens of Portland is tlu

Chemically

I

You

very

satisfactory.

DICKVALE.

really looks like hay
Friday morning.
It

weather thif

Mrs. E. G. Child is ill with congestion
of the lungs.
Charles Mathews has been to Charles·
town, Mass., to sec his son Carroll, who
is serving in the navy.
Business is booming al the mica mine.
KEZAR

FALLS.-

Work has commenced
railroad.

on

the electric

Mr. and Mrs. Garner are at the PanAmerican Exposition.
Rev. Mr. Potter is away this week an«l
Rev. Mr. Greenhalge of Cornish is to
supply his pulpit next Sabbath.
Miss Lula Bennett, formerly of thin
place, who is now superintendent of the
ladies' surgical ward in the Eastern
Maine Ilospital, Bangor, has been spending part of her vacation in this vicinity.
An ice cream festival was given by the
lodge of Pocahontas at their hall last
Tuesday evening. A pleasant time was

reported.

RUMFORD POINT.
Rov. E. A. Iloyt of Dover, Ν. H., will
Universaliet church, Rumin
the
Mrs. Wilfred Jefferson and children of preach
Wollaston, Mass.,vore at the paternal ford Point, July 21, at 10:30 a. m., also at
Bryant Pond at 3 p. u., of the same day.
home, R. O. Moulton's.
Miss Ε. B. Hamlin, now a teacher at
WELCHVILLE.
her old-time
Atlanta, Ga., is
Mr. Everett Staples spent Sunday
friends.
B. W. Nevere of North Paris was in with his parente, Mr. and Mrs. A. F.

visiting

Staples.
town the past week.
Mr. Bennott and Mr. Chapman of
Deacon Samuel Plummer and wife, S.
Hall'·.
Lyman Plummer and family, Miss May Hanover spent Sunday at F. J.
Miss Grace Warren spent a few days
King, Concord, Ν". H., Miss Elvira Hamlin, Atlanta, Ga., J. F. Plummer and at Norway last week.
Ashley Thurston of Auburn is spendwife, South Paris, had a picnic dinner
Thursday at the famous mineral spring ing his vacation at his aunt's, Mrs. M.
located on the Deacon's land, and a very B. Warren's.
Mr. Wendell Lane, Mrs Lane and Hatenjoyable time.
tie, spent Sunday at M. B. Warren's.
Mr. James Russell is haying for Mr.
WEST FRYEBURG.
Stone.
Mies Edith Walker has come home,
The M. E. Circle met with Mrs. Lizzie
having graduated from the kindergarten Chaplain Friday evening.
Ice cream
She was
school in Danvers, Mass.
and cake were served and a tine time
obliged to stay a couple of weeks after was enjoyed by all.
the school was done, on account of having the mumps.
LOCKE'9 MILLS.
Dick Hutchins is spending hie sumMrs. Chas. Farr is enjoying a visit
mer vacation with his father, Byron
frum her mother and sister of Portland.
Hutchins.
Geo. W. Day of the "Gore" has his
Mr. Salmon Smith has moved from
the Intervale into the Lewis house in new barn nearly completed, and gave a
dedication dance in it on the night of
East Conway.
July 11th. Baeon s Orchestra furnished
Mr. Day realized quite a neat
music.
SOUTH RUMFORD.
little sum after all expense· were paid.
Miss Jennie Irish from Dickvale is
A dance At Will Holt'a Saturday, the
working for Mr·. W. A. Wymaa.
13th.
Mrs. John Longley and three children
The farmer· are busy haying.
Will
returned to their home in Millinockett
la doing Abner Libby'a and Azel
last week, after a visit of several weeks Garey
to her parents and sister·. Hei husband Bryant'a.
W. H. Farnham and A. L. Emery are
came July 3d and went back with her.
their team· together.
Mr·. Anna Record and children made working
Warren Staples haa moved to Bethel.
a short visit to her old horn· Fourth of
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goods bear our trade-mark on every package.
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Mr. John Mansun and wife of Ossipee
Ν. II., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. L
K. Giles.
Mrs. E. A. G. Sdcknoy of Cambridge,
Mass., is at her eottage for the season
Foreside.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Daggett of Lew
Mrs. Cyrus Curtis and Miss Ida Gibhi
of Philadelphia are at £. S. Donham'i ! iston are the guests of Mr. and Mrs
Hosea Staples.
for a day or two. Mrs. G'has. L. Sher
The ladies' circle inet the past week
wood of Santa Barbara, Cal., is alsc
Mrs. Ε. E. Rounds.
with
spending a week there, making quite
The ladies of the Brownfield Librarj
family party, as Mrs. Curtis and Mrs Association
held a fair upon theii
Sherman are Mrs. Dunham's sisters, and
another sister, Miss Knapp of Boston, it grounds last Thursday evening, whicli
was well attended and the receipts wen
there.

stopping

quality, absolutely

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.,

_

is able to be moved down stairs.
Warren McAllister, wife and daughter,
from Massachusetts, are visiting relatives
here and at Stonehain.
L. Η. Β urn ham has twelve acres of
grass mowed. One might suppose hi·
face would be a little cloudy as well as
the sky.
Mrs. Will Palmer has a new organ,
We understand that J. B. Barnett haa
all better now.
Mass., is spending a few week· at her July week.
having sold her old one to Mr*. P. F. but arethe
the Clark place where Chr.s
bought
and
to
Dickvale
went
accidental
A.
of
a
W.
reBy
Wyman
discharge
Saunders of Waterford.
father's, J. D. Hastings'.
now Uvea, and will move there.
Bryant
Thomas
for
volver
fork
Merritt
in
a
is
Wyman,
a
hay
Bradbary
Mrs. J. H. Swan entertained the pat
nursing
Winnie McKeen le quite aick with ft
Chris will move back to the village.
•ore hand.
ι
Ladies' Union last Thursday.
July 6th.
•ore throat.

J

nutritious.
The genuine

to Write the Star

Leon Harlow.
Spangled Banner,
Song, star Spangled Banner.
Paul Β«·η ett.
The Thirteen Original Colonies,
Building the Flag, exercise,
^ί00,
School,
Our Flag,
Weston Dnnton
standard Bearers,
School
National Color Bearers, exercl*,
Song, «tors and Stripes.
Blanche Bui-k.
Good Bye,
Mr·. Alice Hftll·
3odr.
Audience.
America,

in

Always uniform

_

liow

Stone's.

the 6th.

Inatrumental m'tslc.
Song. Our Flag.
School Children.
Opening Exercises,
1
Song. 8oliU'.ni True and «rand.
Bennett.
Welcomo.
Boll Call.
Seven children.
Wolcome.
|
Grandma's Specs,
Κ (lie Cooper, Blanche Buck.
Instrumental m η «le.
Fannie Harlow.
A M other1 β Song,
Ralph ι'°°ν '·
Which General?
School.
Ex»irlse.
flag
Song. From Pages of ΙΠ tory.
Warren Buck
A Little Boy'· Hatchet,
Our Flag,
8,ί.ρϋ"?ηΛ
Ρ'·*· |
Rainbow Exercise,
Song, Greeting to our Heroes
Great Men of the Revolution,
Emogene Bennett.
Abraham Lincoln,
Beryl Harlow.

this town has a surplus of
peddlers, four going through yesterday.
Mrs. John Eames of Sunday River was
made very seriously sick Monday by
drinking ice water. Tuesday morning
she was unable to sit up, but the doctor
thought she would recover.
Just

daughter.

Strong

BREAKFAST COCOA

July:

through haying.

SUMNER.
Wm. Glover of Livermore Falls is visWilson Stillman was in Lewiston last
iting at C. B. Tuttle'e.
Saturday.
Cynthia Morrill, who has been visitYour correspondent had new potatoes
ing her brother at Lewiston, has reon the 0th, aud
were
they
quite mealy turned home.
and dry.
Cyrus Davenport and wife, of Peru,
visited relatives in this place last week.
V'ORWav LAKE.
Mabel Tuttle, who is 11 years old,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Horr and Mrs. C.
a pickerel on Labrador Pond,
A. Stephens went up the lake on the caught
which measured 18 inches and weighed
steamer Thursday.
11-4 pounds.
Mrs. Winnie Ilall has been on Frost
Hill recently to help care for Mrs. AnSWEDEN.
nie Frost, who has been quite ill.
Miss Mary Webber and Mr. Dean
Mrs. William Marston of Norway is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Arthur Andrews are boarding at (). P. Saunders'.
Mr. Ο. B. Stone of Salem, Mass., in
Tucker.
Arthur and Alton Tucker came home spending his eummer vacation at F. E.

Knight,

BAKER'S

|

Buck's Tuesday.
j
Jessie Bonney Is visiting her sister,
Mertie Emery, at Buckfield.
Following is the program of Mtss
Thome's school entertainment the 3d of

man

NE'VRY.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

Drag Rakes, Hand Rakes,
Hay Forks, Grind Stones,
Hay Fork Pulleys,
AT

J. P. Richardson's,
The Hardware Dealer,
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Paris,

South

J
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own
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A VERY LOW PRICE.

You will say they are the best bargains you ever saw.
Please call and see the goods, and get prices.
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IMoyes Company,
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Master Harold Collins of Portland is
at J. J. Emeley's.

a.

Μ.
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visiting
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THI

DID
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Mrs. R. L. Cummings has gone to Old
toi Orchard for a few days' stay.

I

RAILWAY·
UKAND ΓΚΙ'ΝΚ
Commencing June 3,1Η01,

The long-discussed ball game between
the South Paris High School nine and
Miss Lila Gilbert of Canton is a guest the Old Timers of South Paris suddenly

of her

lkavk SOOTH Ρ VKTH
(dally, Sunday· In·
"S A.
i.ulu-' do·'"—5 μ
Sunday only,
· Λ» r- m.
« α.
7ΚΛΙ>·

cousin, Miss Elsie Bolster.

materialized Thursday afternoon.

Not-

the fact that the village
billed in the forenoon, there weren't
make
cranks enough in the place to
L. T. Bryant and family are about mov- more than a small crowd at 4 o'clock,
ing to their new home in Foxcroft.
when the game was called at the fair
J. P. Richardson is making a
visit at Madison and other places.

withstanding

short

TALES OF TROUBLE.

NORWAY.

THE OLD TIMERS TRIMMED.

Frank White of Danville Junction was

CHUKCHKS.

second Congregational Church, Ββτ. Π. Λ,
Sunday,
Preaching aervtoe
ItMeout, Pantor
"
Men'»
10 40 a. M.; .Sabbath School, 11 ο
Τ :1ft r,
Meeting.
Social
β
at
Λ0;
Prayer Meeting
regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday
evening; Y. P. 8. C. X. Meeting Friday evening 730.
Universalis Church, Rev. Caroline B. Angell,
Factor. Preaching service oa Sunday. at 10 M
T. P. C. C.
A. M.; Sabbath School, IS
meeting, 7 Λ0 r. H.
Methodlat Church. Rev. Β. F. Pickett, Pastor.
Sabbath School,
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Rev.
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Professor Harry DeForrest Smith, aaprofessor of Gmk it Bowdoin
College, baa accepted ι call to Amherst,
where he will take the place of Profeaaor
J. R. S. Sterrett, who haa accepted a
profeaaorahlp at Cornell.
■

in tant
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An alarm was given about 10 o'clock forehead.
for
Ferie'e injury is not a partic- er
And I believe that through
was lost.
of the numl»er
wraps up in brown when It'·
Wednesday and interred in the family the agency of woman Paradise will be women over 70. Three
night for a fire in the house on ularly serious one.
Sunday
Chronicle.
soldiers—Nathaniel
cats!"—London
are
Revolutionary
lot in Riverside
AccomMain and
and
Cemetery.
She is looking that way now, | Chase, 90, Josiah Parris. 91, and Jona- Water Street, owned by H. J. Bangs
State Superintendent of Schools W.
panying the remains were Mr. and Mrs. regained.
occupied by Russell F. Merrill. The
and uot only looking but moving steadily than Record, 101.
the
announced
has
appointniece
Jaw.
and
was
Hainan
W.
Stetson
.>t' Winchester, nephew
The
blaze, which was in the kitchen, of
the gates ajar. And the badge \
with whom she made her home. H. toward
ment of six teachers for the Philippine
serviceable
inch
ribbon.
The human Jaw Is very loosely sockI sell a
A NOTE OF COMMENDATION.
quickly extinguished with a stream
wears is a little bit of white
WoodL.
Burnell,
A.
follows:
as
Juilxtn Morton of Chicago, a brother, she
not
extenwas
service,
it Is often diswill get there. Don't you worry
We are not a poet nor the son of a water, and the damage
H. eted in the skull, so that
Fred
F.
Weston;
Paul
Foes,
and his wife, Harry R. Morton of Au- O, she
for
fords;
the mere act of yawning.
do we think so? She I
we claim that we can tell sive.
Carriage Umbrella
burn and Mrs. George Ilargrave of Port- about that! Why and (Jod is with her. poet, but
Stinchfield, Danforth; R. £. Whiting, located byIntended for biting purposes,
from doggerel at the first glance
was built that way
IT
M. Randall, Free- Not being
poetry
Thomas
Brunswick;
There was a service of prayer at
It is easily attached to any
is quite an encouraging item, and with one hand tied behind us. We
no attention
the grave, conducted by Rev. A. W. And that
No Discovery in medicine has ever port; D. D. Spear, Portland. The party offensive or defensive,
as a critic that "The
noticed.
our
ever
stake
to
nature
San
if
for
reputation
you
seems to have been paid by
Pottle.
created one quarter of the excitement left New York July 13
with- Lost Maiden"
open carriage.
by Isa Gertrude Whitman that lias been caused by Dr. King's New Francisco, and will sail for the Philip- making it fast
Yes, she will get there, with or
a consecrated is not
The lines are beautiful
service
of
doggerel.
The members of the elass of 'SU, out a hatchet. If it is
term
Its
severest
Their
23.
for Consumption.
July
Discovery
pines
without
or
the
and between the lines. We recall
Sut h Paris High School, had a reunion hatchet all right. But with
CATARRH CANNOT BE CURED
have been on hopeless victims of will extend over three years.
a continental time when the writer stood by our knee tests
cannot
with Mrs. Barnes on Tuesday.
A pic- a hatchet, we don't give
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
Hemorrhage.
Pneumonia,
blood
Consumption,
Insurance
well
and
is
of
State
done
that
And
is
abs.
annual
The
reach the eeat of the dlaeaee. Catarrh le acure
report
only
Art In
and learned her a, b,
ni· dinner was eaten, the class ode was which if the work
It
to
and Bronchitis, thousands of
risks
Pleurisy
cnn- tltutlonal disease, and In order
the
that
or
cocoanut.
of
shows
act
in
the
in
the
Carr
milk
the
Commissioner
1 hat is
all the part we ever played
mi a»:, the members
Hall's Catarrh
soc ial hour done.
remedies.
a
health
to
Internal
take
restored
must
it
has
whom
perfect
enjoyed
of you
John.
Shoemaking.
insurance
the
notable
fire
on
companies
a
Not
acta
written
and
directly
very
by
her development.
Mil had their picture takeu. This class
Cure 1· taken Internally
For Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Croup, Hay
other states and countries on Maine blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure
*as the tirst to receive diplomas from
part. We simply gave her "cue."
by
Exact Reproduction of this Style Shoe.
Fever, Hoarseness and Whooping Cough
to the depart- Is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed for
and
and
give
reported
Gertrude,
Write
often,
the South Paris High School.
As gradsurest cure in the property
the best physicians In this country
E. TOLMAN, SOUTH I
to it is the quickest,
and
the last year amounted to one of and Is a regular
C.
TO
It Is comteacher
old
ment
LETTER
to
during
prescription.
your
uated it contained eight young ladies.
pleasure
years,
world. It is sold by F. A. Shurtleff
combined with
PARIS
others. Let your light shine till old
$133,189,000 and is the largest amount posed of the best tonics known,
(,oe of these, Mrs. Laura (Clifford)
on the
& to. who guarantee satisfaction or rethe beet blood purifier·, acting directly
in this etate in a
Your business is, when a "Streaked" looks rosy as at sunrise.
written
ever
Sir:
Dear
who
The perfect combination of
ShurtletT. has died.
The others,
raucous surfaces.
fund money. Large bottles 50c. and $1.
to give the owner
John.
The premiums collected aggre- the two Ingredients Is what produces such won·
year.
were all present, are Mrs. Harriet (Shaw) house burns down,
Trial bottles free.
SOUTH PARIS.
It is a
a new one.
$1,772,701, a decrease of $17,090 ful results In curing Catarrh. Send for testiliâmes, Mrs. Marion (Jones) Walker, some money to build
previous monials free.
OBITUARY
>m the collections of the
O.
Queer that the world
OF A MINISTER.
Toledo,
Mrs. Lizzie (Leach) Russell, Mrs. Eva good business.
Co
TROUBLES
ft
props
P. J. chenkt
,
The losses paid during the year WSold by Druggists, 75c.
on so long without it.
Died, in Brownfield, June 20, after a
To benefit others Rev. J. T. W. Ver- year.
ιKiehaidsun) Ordway, and Miss Almira gotWe
Hall's Familr Pills are the best.
amounted to $983,763, a decrease of
illness, Mrs. Polly H., wife of Mr.
a
paint the one that burnt down and
"For
writes:
lopg
Riehards. of .South Paris: Mrs. Mabel
What is better, we Sewell Day, aged &) years, 3 months, 10 non, of Hartwell, Ga.,
one too.
$80,208 from the figures of the previous
Oiawsou) < ireeley of West Paris; and the new
time I had a running sore on my
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
The lossee incurred aggregated
the houses that don't burn down:
She leaves to her husband, three long
Miss Mary IL
without year.
remedies
tried
I
many
Taylor of Boston. The paint insure the houses that burn; we days. a
leg.
of
a decrease of $83,457 from the
circle
J. HA8TINQ8 BEAN, BEOI8TEB.
a
and
large
$1,050,326,
You
sons,
daughter,
until I used a bottle of Electric
principal of the school in 1881», SuperinThe losses paid were
We have many patterns that will
houses that don't. You have friends, a legacy of precious memories benefit, and a box of Bucklen's Arnica previous year.
ALBANY.
tendent
A. Record of Norwell. Mass.. insure the
Bitters
received
are
55.49 per cent of premiums
of her kindness as a friend and neighbor,
$ 1 00
the ashes and smoke; all the houses
was also
me sound and we}):"
cured
K. French to M. A. Charles et al,
which
Ε.
present, as were the oldest and
and
Salve,
room for
50 00
and her loving,.devotion as a wife and
against 59.95 for the previous year,
paper and border your
Kdwln King et al to J. C. Billings,
'f't* youngest of the class children—Miss ours.
1 00
We mother. The religion that she pro- Sores, Eruptions, Boils, Eczema, Tetter, the losses incurred 59#1 against 63.34 Emily J. Pnllbrook to Geo. D. Morrill,
zinc: Deroe.
and
lead
We
paint
Helen liâmes, aged 10, and the youngest
do
Salt Rheum show impure blood. ThouBETHEL.
sell the paint to painters; we don't fessed nearly half a century ago, cheered sands have found in Electric Bitters a for the preceding year. These figures
50 cents.
child of Mrs. Greeley.
650 001
not include the domestic mutual fire In- Luclnda Clark to Jas. B. Barnett,
her way as she passed
and
brightened
that absolutely
paint.
blood
which
purifier
from
grand
BUCKFIELD.
returns
The
The telephone war is opening merLead and oil is the old-fashion paint. through the shadows of the great mys- cures
Satisfaction surance companies,
troubles.
these
300 00
the lead
have not yet been received. Those com- A. F. Warren to H. F. Irish,
r,'y
Both the Eastern and the New Devoe is zinc ground in with
Nation'»
tery to the land of endless morning.
is guaranteed or money refunded by F.
five
than
more
as
wrote
QILEAD.
panies last year
England companies have had several men and linseed oil—same proportions
100
A. Shurtleff & Co. Large bottles only and one-half million dollars of insurance Wnr. C.
temperance
the best
Chapman to L. W. Alger,
CONSUMPTION, THE SNAKE.
working the two towns in the interest of used by U. S. Government;
50c.
OBKKNWOOD.
it is believed the amount will be
and
diseases
'I'eir respective companies. The Eastern paint in the world; and the cheapest,
of
j
is
the
serpent
Consumption
100
a
done by machinexceeded this year. The total loss from Helen L. Powers to Wm H. Crockett,
NOTICE TO WHEELMEN.
—it creeps upon its victims and fastens
ompany have made some improve- because the work is all
HABTFORD.
fire in the state during the past year inments <>n the Maxim lines which they ery.
its deadly fangs without warning. 'Only
There's positively no need to endure
350 00
that in unorganized townships, D. A. Fletcher to A. B. Brlggs,
bought, ami will give the customer free Nobody wants poor paint; there's a cold'1 is hurrying millions to the grave discomfort by reason of chafing, sun- cluding
100
It will pay all persons in need of
which no report is received, prob- Emery Panons to P. ft Β. r. By.,
u»e of the instruments until their new lots of it, though, in the world.
of yours.
cold
that
sore and perspiring from
Don't
insect
neglect
stings,
to-day.
burn,
MkXICO.
about
to
of Frank Bennett, Paris
$2,000,000,
amount
will
Yours truly,
e*''han<;e is in. The New England com100
to call and
Cleveland's Lung Healer will cure it feet or accidental bruises. Tou forget ably about half of which was covered F. P. Gleason et al tc Α. Α. Oleason,
their
F. W. Dkvok Λ Co.
WJ 47
Hill, Maine.
in
pany have meanwhile been making a
without fail. If it doesn't, you can have these troubles
using Buck en's onlyiueurance.
Α. Ε. Stearns to F. J. Bolfe,
550 00
to F. A. Parsons et al,
the most suc- Arnica Salve.
Same
canvass for
Infallible for Pimples, by
Itek· it »t boa·. Sold
opportunities to put in in- 19
100
your money back. It is
•vtrrwhtr· in *e. pêjk·
D. F. Mard ck to Alexander Walker,
Oook. Wanted.
struments on free trial for four months.
100
cessful remedy in the world to-day. We Blotches, Skin Eruptions and Piles.
which m»k« fl»·
O.
H.
to
Davti,
l|N,
Loyqjoy
"»
of Reciprocity," Jacob Stearns
"Economic
25 cents.
•klioD* M«h.
to C. A. Haines,
They have secured quite a list, the wirA E.
The York Transcript is making a pro- will give you a trial bottle free. Large Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Good cook wanted, at the
BUMFOKD.
lQU for which isuow being done. Among test against the changing of the rugged bottles, 25 cents. E. P. Parlin, South
comprising two lectures delivered by
ANDREWS HOUSE,
100
John P. Young, before the College of Garret Srhenck to H. M. Mnsber,
those in South Paris who are taking in- old namos of points along the Maine Paris; Williamson & Kimball, Norway.
of the University of California Bridget E. Bogle to Danton Lumber Co., 925 00
South Paris.
struments on trial at their residences are coast to more poetic ones—Goose Kocks
Lately starved in London because he)( I Commerce
900 00
>.
D.
form
to
Davis,
Λ Ibert Virgin
use of has just been issued In document
W. J. Wheeler, C. W. Bowker, N. I>. i to Beachmout, for instance.
100
et ai to M. W. Sanders.
Hall
F.
J.
Word has been received at Augusta could not digest his food. Early
Tariff
wanted'
100
Life Pilla, would have by The American Protective
Ulster. A. E. ShurtletT, A. C. Maxim,
to do as their stock must be sold this
Haute J. Wbect to Fred J. Bolfe,
At once a woman or
that a part of the 27th U. S. Infantry of Dr. King's New
the stom- League. Tip copies sent to any adWOODSTOCK.
B. Crockett, C. G. Curtis and
I'latn sewing, children'· drew, and apron»,
of the East has been saved him. They strengthen
tor
for
a
the
man
also
DocuDepartment
for
poi
Journal
Ask
housework,
gets
cents.
The Biddeford
100
*■· Γ. Parlin. The
at reasonable price·,
month. Don't miss this
A. O. Bessf.y to A. L. Beasey,
stationed at ach, aid digestion, promote assimilation, dress for three
heariug on the East1000 00
MBS. NELLIE BLOOD,
a
authority that the record- ordered to Augusta to be
49. Address, American Pro- Edwin Andrew· Ιο Β. M. Whitman,
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
ern
This is the first improve appetite. Price 25c. Money ment No.
No. ·> Main 8k, So-«l» Puto.
Company's petition for |>ermission from high
when the Kennebec arsenal.
tears
23d
low
extra
at
few
135
West
a
shed
above
MILTON.
Me.
to
to set
F. A. tective Tariff League,
South
Sold
Paris,
satisfied.
not
by
miliif
a
that
back
poles and wires comes this Tues- ing angel
reoeived
1900 00
assurance
fish
their
definite
E.
Steams et al,
A.
to
Hall
matched
A.
Theresa
York.
Street, New
day morning at 10 o'olock, at the select- the Maine sportsmen
in Augusta. Shurtleff & Co., druggists.
tary poet is to be established
stories at Kineo.
men's office.
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Ernest P. Parlin, The Druggist,

HAYING TOOLS

you're

—

for Headache

Special Powders

—

··

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.'s

Scythes, Snaths, Rakes, Drag

..

Bakes, Forks, Stones and Rifles,

at

lowest prices for GOOD GOODS.
MARKET SQUARE,
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CAMERAS AT COST
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to close out stock

i»y

»

fore

ν

Miss

buying

our

Libby,

PHOTO

hand be-

on

Spring

line.

Norway, Maine.

SUPPLIES, Printing Papers Specialty.

You Can Find^^^A.

Warm Weather and
Vacation Shoes of all Kinds

Watch Lost!

J

λ

|

j

ν

J

Addressed

I

recovering!

f

There Is

■

..

»

—

shapes.

popular

The

tints.

Town.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

I

Tele-1

s

Stationery.

JUST

Blue, Lavender, Pearl Gray and other

I
pastl

-«■—

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Jones,'

-s

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

<

viewsl

at-!

in-1

Sf/QE

|

[

|

|

Tlu'l

Wool

graceful, stylish

|

"Queen Quality" variety
requirements.
thing

discover·!

Keep Dry!

Carriage Umbrella.

La Senorita.

good
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Chas. F. Ridlon,

J. F. Plummer,

NEW

Wall

Sted

Pop-Fizz!

Reni'Sp^rkfe!
beverage

HIRES
RootbMr

Aspects

A~ POÔR~MILLIONAIRE.

I

■""TOW1*
WANTED.

Variety

NORWAY.

Store.

South Paris
Grain Company

Going Out

Of Business !
buy

goods

Flour, Mill Feed,
j
Cotton Seed, Gluten,

girl
haying.

buy

goods

opportunity
prices.

Papers

Hobbs'

Tucker Harness Store,

91 Main St.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Proprietor,

single!

Danforth Sts.,

Corner

$2.00«

DAZZLEsl'HË^WORLD.

James N. Favor,

r-.

Carpets

January,

Keep Cool!

$2.50

'jeor^e

—

|

S3.00

|

A LOW PRICE
—

special

give

|

WoAf£N

1804. HâoHCÉt 1901.

Thousand· of roll· from

2 1-2 to 10 cent·

roll.

Gra·· For Sale.

Inquire
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Nasal

Pianos and Organs, CATARRH
Piano Stools,
Ely's
In all Its «tag* there
should be cleauiineaei

Cream Balm

cleanse·, soothes and heals
the dinea^ed membrane.
It cores catarrh and drhree
•way a cold ia the head

Covers
AND

Books.

Instruction

quickly.
Cream Balm Is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane and Is absorbed. Relief Is Immediate and a cure follows. It la sot drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Sise, SO sent· at Droggi»t? or by mail ; Trial Sise, 10 cents by mail
SLY BKOT11KBS, M Warren Street, New York.

on toplea of lntereat to the tadfe
OnrrMpoedenoe
la BoUcUed. AddttM : Editor HoMMumi'

OoujKM.

Oxfort Democrat, Parla.

CHECKERS ON THE PARU.

HER MOTHER'S 8TOCKING8.

H0MEMAKEB8' COLUMN.

OF COUBBE

THE

THEM AT

Maine.

BRIDE
H KB

THOUGHT

The checkerboard it til worn oat
Prom use etch winter night;
The checker* hire become begrimed.
Which once were thinlng bright.
But Itill the game goee straightway 0%
Although the (quires are blurt»
While Cynthy pent up Beubes't men
Or Reuben capture· ben.

OF

MARRIAGE.

▲ good story is being whispered
around about one of the beautiful brides
of last June. She was married in a big
ITβ. ΙΤβ.—riowct Pud·.
church with the usual accompaniments
letter·
ten
My whole Is composed of
of flowers and
pretty bridesmaids.
flower.
•nd forms the naine of a fragrant
and an all but endless variety of agree- Every one remarked how perfectly beau7* 5, 9, 2, a strong cord.
able ones may be made with fresh fruits tiful the bride looked as she walked up
8, 5, 5, a game of cards.
foundation. Grape juice is the aisle on the arm of her father to
as the
1, 5, 9, 10, a Christian grace.
among those that are especially delight- meet the bridegroom waiting at the
of
measure
length.
10, 3, 3, a
ful and nutritious and if bought by the altar.
0, 4, 6, a deep hole.
dozen bottles and diluted with two parts
After the wedding breakfast, and just
9, 5, 7, β, a wine made in »paln.
of cold water to one part of the juice is as the bride was preparing to start for
an
make
canned
to
uproar.
Lemon
8,
well.
6,
7. 4,
juice,
economical as
the depot to catch the afternoon train
1,4, 8, 8, a rising ground.
while the fruit is at its cheapest, is not for her honeymoon, an old school friend
and
a
but
convenience,
Θ, 8, 8, 6, a scheme.
an
economy,
of her mother came to her, kissed her
only
7, 5, 8, β, part of a tree.
has the advantage of being always ready on both cheeks, and said:
HOW TO MAKE COOL DRINKS.
Plenty of healthful, cooling drinks
contJfbute greatly to the comfort of the
family (hiring the hot summer weather,

Ho.

ITT.—Charade.

ship.

My third is a hostelry.
My fourth is an article.
My whole is a young queen.

a

Our disaipation oft conaiata
In too much checker· here,
Which makes the goasipa tell about
Our checkered liie't career.
—Arthur E. Locke in Boaton

emergencies and ordinary use.
"My dear child, you were the most
Raspberry vinegar is an old-fashioned
perfectly
lovely bride that I have seen
no
in
has
concoction, the lame of which
this year! As you walked up the aisle
it
make
genuine to meet the man who was so soon to be
way diminished. To
cider vinegar is wanted. Mash two your hueband, every one could see from
in
a
to
pulp a stone the half-friglitoned yet trustful look
quarts of raspberries
cover
jar, and add enough vinegar to for
upon your face and the Arm yet tender
an
the eun

Globe.

SARCASM IN SIGNS.

them.

Samuel Richards,
Expert

Optician.

CiLBOSTON

Don't

Be
Bilious

_

j

(wood's

BAUER'S

\

paint.

Oculist.

Milligan M'f'g

....

TOY GRAPHOPHONL

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

ij
j

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Also Window & Door Frames,

(MM3 Greatest Entertainer
Plaining, Sawing
Host Fasciiatiai of all Toys

CHANDLER,

Mill Ρ

&

f

Largest Stock

Ah, what would winter evening· be
Without the checkerboard.
With double corner·, jumps and move·
And fun which they afford I

Let them stand in
smile about your moutli that you were
TIMES
entire day, and in a cool cellar all night, thinking of tlio serious importance of ADVERTISEMENTS THAT AT
-ATDrain off the
No. ITS.—Changed Word·.
them
occasionally.
that you were taking. Your
BECOME A MOCKERY.
stirring
step
Add one letter and change the order of the liquor and pour it over two additional very look seemed to say, Ί am leaving
the
the other letters as is necessary.
behind me and going forth
quarts of mashed berries, and repeat
Who Had
of Men
Reminiscence·
Two days my girlhood
Change not early Into the smallest
process of the day before.
upon an untried sea, but so great is my
Watchmaker and
the
Seen Worse Day· and Irritating
after strain and to each quart of
Change a strong string into force.
trust in him whom I have choscn that I
Announcement· When Thejr WVre
Change an island into a voracious fish. juice add a pint of water and a pound of step forward without fear and in perfect
Practical
We Do all Kinds of....
Change an article of furniture into a sugar. Stand over the Are, and stir until coDtidenco.' Tell me, my dear, just
Hard Dp and Ont of Employment.
io
very useful quadruped.
the sugar is dissolved. Bring slowly
what the thoughts were which brought
MAINE home for atroubles
JOB PRINTING.
SOUTH PARIS,
Then th"t
The advance agent met the leading
into an endearment
a boil, and skim off the scum.
Change
lovely expression upon your face
seal.
and
man of another show the other night,
strain, buttle while hot,
this morning?"
Atwood & Forbee, South Pahs.
Ko. 179.—Coaplet·.
Strawberry and blackberry vinegars are
"Very well, I will toll you," said the and, as they had not seen each other In
made in the same way.
(Famous authors.]
bride, "exactly what my thoughts were seven years, there was a warmness
1. A kind of tree and a part of a bird
Currant water is another refreshing as I walked up the aisle. My mother,
Make one of whom the world has beverage that is easily prepared. Sim- who, as you know, is a much smaller at>out their greeting that was refreshheard.
mer a pint of the fruit in a quart of woman than 1 am, for some sentimental ing.
of
2. A middle sized pelt and a sort of fish
"Dear old Tom!" said the leading
water, to which a tablespoonful
reason insisted upon my wearing at the
Cooi altar the
flvo
Make one whose forest tales you wish. powdered sugar has been added.
very silken hose in which ehe mnn. "1 was thinking of you not
a
and strain and eeive with cracked ice,
was married to my father 20 years ago.
minutes ago. Sit down, you dear old
fresh
No. 180.—Diamond.
of
the
slice of lemon and a few
They were so tight for mo that at each fellow! I passed a bakery not five minThis water is said to be step I kept repeating to myself: 'This
1. A letter. 2. A quick, sharp blow. currants.
utes ago, and I thought of you. Why,
4.
liver
with
3. An animal of the weasel family.
beneficial to persons suffering
time they will surely rip! This time they1
I was Just saying to
here's Willis!
Proceeding from or attached to the side. trouble.
will surely rip Γ And when I reached the
Tbe staunch an-l elegant etearoere, "Gov.
a baker's that I
leave
water very uiin, won iucu wu altar without accident I was so much re- Tom that I never see
Dlnjcley" and "lia ν Stale" alternately
5. An American commodore; born, 1785;
Be
barley
forehanded,
rranklln Wharf, Portland, an<i India Wharf,
flavored with lemon is frequently served lieved that I probably did wear the look don't think of him. Tom and I were
died 1819. 6. A song. 7. A letter.
and guard
Boston, at 7.00 P. M., daily, Sundays Included.
at luncheons. To prepare it, put a of bliss which verybody mentioned."— poor once!
Mighty poor too. I reThese steamer* meet every demand of modern
and
against It ;
Ho. 181.—Λ Doable MeUpUii
tablespoonful of barley into an Washington Times.
member that we had been turned out
•tcainshlp service In safety, speed, comfort
heaping
luxury of traveling.
Get a bottle of
earthen bowl and cover with two or three
of different homes on the same cold
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
is
HIS MASTER'S SOBER REQUEST.
Worcester. New York, etc.
A
quarts of boiling water. When itand
F."
"L.
night and met each other for the first
J. r. LI SCO M15, General Manager.
Tho policeman had given his testicold, drain and add lemon juice
1
time
T. M. Bartlett, Agent.
by chance. We shared the comalso
is
Bitters
sugar to taste. Grated nutmeg
mony, which was unqualifiedly to the forts of a butcher's wagon that night
used by some people.
and keep your
fact of the old gentleman's intoxication, i
A sort of tea lemonade is liked by Then the old servant was called to the and went upon a rummaging expedidigestion right.
The foundation word at the left signimany
people for an every day beverage. witness box. There was a mingled ex- tion the next day. We halted in front
founthe
with
Be sure It Is
fies to cut or tear. Unite
Make some weak lemonade and weak pression of indignation and determina- of a German bakery, half starved and
braces
the
within
dation word the letters
the "L. F." kind
tea; combine them and sweeten to taste. tion on his countenance. IIo testified disgusted with life generally. There
successively, as initials, and have: 1. To This can be made and kept on ice for
you get.
flatly, to tho surprise of tho court, that was a huge sign In the window which
A
3.
journey. several
fall in drops. 2. To grasp.
days by making a strong infusion the old man was sober when he camo said, 'There Is No Cake Like Ours.' Wo
foundation
the
with
Proceed similarly
of tea and a strong lemonade, straining, home.
The magistrate proceeded ta
hadn't a penny between us, but Tom
word at the right, which signifies to pos
mixing them and diluting to taste as questi η the witness:
to
from
1.
higher
have:
Tending
aud
sess,
stepped In and asked for a sample of
Others use a combinaare used.
Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Head
when
was
sober
that
Mr
they
•'You
say
lower. 2. A certain garment 3. A place tion of
The Dutchman didn't ap·
the cake.
ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
vichy and Russian tea.
Il
he came home?
larger than a village.
the humor of the request, so
quicklv, move the boweb geutly, carryIced coffee, too, is a delight. This is
pieclate
sir."
"Yes,
are better than
ing off reviT and other ρούοηοά* matter
better if the cream and sugar are put in
Tom said, 'You may keep your cake,
"Did he get to bod alone?
from the svstom. UuaniuUtxl to "cure.
No. 182.—A Labyrinth of Letter·.
work easy, make a smooth surit is hot, and after cooling it is
while
sir."
They
boss; but, say, give me a chunk of
sale
"No,
by
Try them. £> cuit». For
York
Ice.—New
then placed on the
face, nod any one can apply thera to
"Did you put him to bed?"
bread, quick, or I'll cut out your gizBrvant'n
Pond;
Tribune.
F. A. Shurticff A Co.. A. Du<lle.r,
•vails, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan"Yes, eir."
zard.' Ill never forget that cake sign
Orln Steven», Oxford.
furniture.
and
kitchens
Many
cries,
"And he was perfei. y sober?"
because it took us hours to get away
HOW TO KEEP COOL.
The surface is nonleautiful tints.
"Yes, sir."
from the police who were attracted to
On rising in the morning sponge the
DR. AUSTIN TENNEY,
ibsorbent and can be kept bright and
him
"What did he say when you put
the scene by the baker's cries for help."
body quickly with cold or tepid water.
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
to bed?"
If robust take a cold bath; delicate
"
"But that was not my only experiDon't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
'Good
"lie
said
night.'
a weak
furnish vuu "Satsuma Interior Ename!·" at the
persons, especially those with
ence with a peculiar sign," remarked
"Anything else?"
Graduate of the Chicago same price as ordinary paint.
heart should contont themselves with a
the advance agent after a hearty laugh.
"Yes, sir."
KKEB Color cant and our book'et, "How to
Eye. Ear, Node ami Τ tu oat
By starting at the right letter and fol- tepid sponge over.
"What was it? Tell us exactly what "The year before I went on the road
College.
Keturnlsh the Houie Without Buying New Eu.·
of the
α certain regular, continuous patb
heat
full
in
the
out
lowing
Avoid
going
Will be at ELM HOUSE, NORWAY,
nlture."
he said, every word."
1 for the first time I was in as hard luck
(using no letter more than once), 11 stud- sun. If you must do so, wear white
Exact «late announced later.
About Aug. 1.
"He said as how I was to wake him as ever man was. I had pawned evMade by Heath &
Jul? 17-18
....
Co.,
ies familiar to school children may be outer clothing.
At Brldgton office,
and call him early, for ho was to bo the
July IS
At Fry*
Chicago.
•yeourg Office,
The early morning and early evening
spelled.—St. Nicholas.
erything in sight and was almost starvof the May."
are the best times for out-of-door exer- queen
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
ed. I found an umbrella In the ballThe old man was fined.—The King.
THE
No. 183.—Hollow Sfasrei.
the
Muralo.
cises during the hottest days of summer.
and Spar Varnish,
etc.,
way of a down town building, and
IIL
11.
I.
a
When very hot, after walking or other
NOT THE SAME.
M-isury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
janitor told me to keep it It was
drinks
in
iced
For sale by
exertion, do not indulge
Tess—"I understand Mr.
Kiasty fairly good rain Bhiold, and I Immedicold
water;
skin
with
very
· or bathe the
·
·
actually paid me a compliment."
·
·
•
ately carried It to mine uncle. I didn't
The sudden shock to the system, espeJess—"Really?"
know this particular relative, although
·
·
·
·
to
delicate
·
prove
people, may
cially
MAINE. •
MH'TU PARIS.
Tess—"Why, yes, May Garbell, who I had formed the acquaintance of hunHe ;
told me, said you heard it, too.
···· highly injurious.
····
····
dreds of his people. His place was on
The food duriug summer should be said he
thought I'd find enough men in !
L—1. A fruit 2. Scattered. 3. Toward
heat
Intense
and be gave me 73 cents
but
E. W.
nourishing.
light,
tho world who'd be just crazy to marry I Sixth avenue,
and
To
4.
lightly
sun.
step
the rising
As he
causes a good deal of waste to the syson it, which I gladly accepted.
mo."
quickly.
tem, and the diet should therefore be
IIo was making out the ticket be said:
a bit.
twisted
the
of
Jess—"May
got
The
2.
station.
largest
A
II.—1.
sustaining.
said ho thought you'd find men in the
'Do you want to save It from the
vegetable kind. 3. Always. 4. To obAll higlily stimulating and very rich world who'd .be
enough to moths?"
just
crazy
tain.
and
1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any |
foode should be avoided, however,
"
marry you."
'Yes,' I answered.
Size or Style at reasonable price*.
III.—1. The handle of a sword. 2. Busi- fresh
as
green vegetab'es, salad, such
"
3. A kind of cabbage. 4.
'That will cost you 12 cents. Perness imposed.
after
«llrttrcse
I'illk
f
Bbeouam's
ir
eating.
tomatoes,
lettuce, endives, watercress,
Every oue separately.
haps you would like to have It Insured?
and fruits of all kinds, should form an
If lei w.tnt of any kind of Finish for Inside or I
Mother—"Tommy, how often have I It is always advisable, but It will cost
essential par., of the daily dietary.
< >ut*lde work, send In your orders
Pire LumNo. 184.—Rtddlemeree.
told you about hiding your crust at tho
be
should
but
is
Animal
food
12 cents more,' replied my friend.
needed,
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
side of your plate! There may come a i you
In fawu. but not in cringe;
"
taken in strict moderation.
'All right,' I said. 'Take good caro
them."
in
have
not
to
when you'll be glad
tinge;
In paint, but
and Job Work
Milk is a very valuable article of diet day
eaten it for all 1
ma—that's what I'm of It' lie could have
In use and in abuse;
in summer, and diluted with lime water Tommy: "Yes,
Matched Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.
I
never Intended to redeem
for
cared,
in
uot
but
choose;
'em
for."
In let,
makes a refreshing and cooling drink. saving
It. I was about to leave the place when
la time and in attune;
E. W.
Itwtiw Ikfff are children there should also be
Keep the atmosphere of your house
In summer, not in June*.
I saw a big elgD on the far wall. It
Pyny-Pectora! Relieve· Right A w»y
cool by having the windows closed and
Maine.
West Suiuner
A TOY (iRAPHOPHONE
and makes a speedy end of coughs and cold*.
Whole is something all possess,
said:
the blinds down during the hottest part
"
Yet few are willing to confess.
'No extra charge for putting watchof the day.
PtAYS tUSO N*SK
SAbS VtBStRV SONGS
was telling tho story of es and jewelry in the safe In the office.'
teacher
winthe
The
sun
the
When
low,
open
gets
No. 185.—Hidden Animal·.
RIPtUS WOIHtR bOOSt BtlYWtS
PARKER'S
"Watches and Jewelry! It brought
dows and draw up the blinds where the gooeo that wanted to be a swan and
HAIR BALSAM
In the sentences following what ani"And now what the tears to
means you will keep was mocked at for it.
this
bMotiflM th· hair,
and
ClttB·)··
my eyes, and as I crawled
possible. By
mals are concealed?
Send SI.30 and the TOY will be
l'roiiiutc* a luxuriant growth.
is the mora! of it?" she asked." "A per- Into
1
sunheated air out of the house.
Never Fall· to Heetore Gray
my 10 cent bed that night
went only by the navy's orders.
1
1.
a
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
The bed room windows should bo son should be satisfied with being
delivered expressage prepaid.
of diamond necklaces, pearls
thought
Curve irais «liataae· * hair falling,
2. Good Dr. Ambrose allowed me to go
the gooeo," answered the duncc of tho class.
open at the top all night, and in
and rubles of priceless value and—cake.
^IÛÇjai*l|U10«iJ)ruj|j*^^
out.
beforo the sun becomes
3. Arthur, at what time will you meet early morning
Oh, the curse of some signs! Dow they
STOPS THE COUGH
as many windows as possible should
hot,
AS'Xl lL »££TI.1G.
me tomorrow?
mock the poor!"
so that the cool mornCOLD.
be
THE
OFF
AND
WORKS
opened,
widely
4. The stove exploded, and the sauceThey were all silent a moment but
enter.
air
164 Tremont St., BOSTON.
may
euro
ing
Tablets
Laxative Broino-Quinine
MAUKET Svtl'AKE UUll.DING ASSOCIATION.
pan, therefore, was broken.
in the
the one addressed as Willis was the
the
windows
all
again
Open
no
their
No
a cold in one day.
Cure,
Pay.
5. Jack, all children must obey
first to resume conversation, and he
evening, thus thoroughly ventilating the Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the parents.
PHOTOGRAPHIC Market
and filling it with cool air.
house
said:
be
held
latlon
will
Asso
Bull-'ln/
as
seek,
and
tag
Square
go
6. Let us play hide
at the office of the Treasurer lu South Paris, on
"There's my friend, Big John Smith.
is so tiresome.
SUPPLIES !
Tho Chickens Raised Them. Friond—
HOT WEATHER SENSE.
Tuesday, July ltitli. at 1 o'clock v. M.
Since you chaps
UEOBtiE M. AT WOOD,
7. Oh, Leo, pardon thaf poor man, for
who have arrived at years of "Do you raise vegetables?" Suburbanite Let me"lntroduce him.
People
Clerk and Treasurer.
my sake!
them; my are talking of signs and bard luck, let
w. p. η
some attain at twen- (sadly)—"No I
plant
only
discretion—which
South Paris, Me., July 1, Ρ >1.
8. Itebecca, take this present from me
me tell you of the time that 1 had to
ty-one and others never reach if they neighbor's chickens raise them."
*3 nalu St., South Pari», Be.
to John.
live to be a hundred—ought to have
leave my trunk at the old Stevens
Mall or 1er* promptly tilled
DeWitt's Little Early Risers now and House, on lower Broadway, and light
learned how to reduce to a minimum the
ffl»( and Otherwise.
K"*
-Κ-Λλί λ# mMniflrh# trt ft at
unescapable discomforts of hot weather. then, will always keep your bowels in
A well preserved person—The Egyptian
Don't hurry. There is more "heating perfect order. They never gripe but
will be In his office on
α bote! bill that 1 couldn't
from
50 YEARS'
away
mummy.
in three minutes of haste than in an promote an easy, gentle action. F. A.
EXPERIENCE
A barber ought to be sure of success, up"
Everything I bad in the world
hour of leisurely proceeding. A good Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, Williamson pay.
Brown Street, Norway, Me.,
was locked up In that trunk, and as 1
seeing he begins at the top.
persons never learn that if they & Kimball, Norway.
The grass widow is not partial to many
all day Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
could not remove anything without exmiss one "L" train or trolley car they
weeds.
to
bunday of each week.
will be just in time for the next.
Miss Elden— citing suspicion 1 thought it beet
Too Fast for Her.
It's α poor actor who can't take his
Don't drink "cool" alcoholic beverages "There are so many fast young men keep out of jail by leaving everything
own part.
under the idea that they will reduce nowadays."
Miss
Youngly—"H'm— behind me. 1 must have walked the
The promoter is usually a man with
temperature or that of the atmos- yes; you do seem to havo difficulty in streets at least a week famished and
your
capital ideas.
to
fuel
You are simply adding
catching one."
Λ woman to do housework. A good home and
OeSIGNS
There's always an opening for the phere.
penniless. One afternoon I was passthe lire. Paradoxical though it may
good pay to the right |terson. A middle aged competent dentist.
Copyrights Ac.
ing along an up town street hoping to
more
often
woman preferred.
are
drinks
hot
cooling
Those lamous pills, DoWitt's Little
Lawn mowers and baby carriages are sound,
Address W. F. ROBINSON.
die. when I happened to look up and
drinks.
1
than
cold
liver
a'
15 Wlblnl St., Poitsmouth Ν. H.
Early Risers, compel your
for the use of people who have push.
saw a sign as big as my hopes were
like
is
meats—it
of
on
t'atenta
Don't
eat
Handbook
F.
A.
Shurtleff
confidential.
heartily
tloiu strictly
bowels to do their duty.
It's useless advice to tell the one legThis sign read:
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patent*.
small.
furnace.
the
in
coal
Kim&
Williamson
nutting
&
South
Paris,
Co.,
Patenta taken through Munu A Co. receive
"
t_
υ
.1
ciiif.
ged man to put bis best foot forward.
'We Are Not Daylight Robbers.
tfteial ηotic*, without charge, tu the
ball,
Norway.
All poets are uot freaks, although they
able to a torrid climat; —as light and as
Trunks! Trunks! From the Battery
do write verses with feet.
little as the conventions and circumRoom
OK ΡΑΚΙ* HILL.
After the Sermon. lie—"I couldn't to the Harlem Bridge to Your
ctr.
I.anteet
A handeomely ïlhwtrated weekly.
stances v* ill permit.
A house of fourteen rooms, pleasantly sitmake out what ho was driving at, could Por 25 Cents.'
Kej I· the I'ammler.
eolation of anr scientMc V«urtial- Terms, $3 a
hurts
seldom
any
Free perspiration
uated
year : four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealer*.
sue— in οι very wen; uin uuw
"If that sign was not the Irony of
No. lt»7.— Word Square: 1. Whist. 2.
For particular;) Inquire of
The pores are nature's safety- your
one.
clever lie must be to understand it all fate In my case. I do not know what
MHS. J. A. JACKSON,
Honor. 3. Ingle. 4. Soles. 5. Tress.
sudden
the
or
heat"
valves. It is "dry
Paris H1U, Maine.
himeelf !"
Branch Office. 625 F St, Waehuuiton. V. C.
No. 1G8. —Illustrated Kebus: "School
to call It"
checking of the sweat that is dangerous.
For Scandal."
ι "Ob, that's a small affair alongside
streel
the
of
side
the
Follow
shady
that your Kodol Dysstate
to
"I
wish
No. 11>ϋ.—Double Acrostic: Primais
where possible. Walk slowly. Carry a
of my experience," said Smith. "It Is
Cure is without question, the beet
and finals—Charles Dickens. 1. Cod. 2.
sun umbrella if it adds to your comfort. pepsia
only a few years ago too. I bad been
I
havo
that
/or
cure
and
Haiti. 3. Arithmetic. 4. Itock. 5. Letdyspe.isia
only
Cut the acquaintance of the thermomefor several months, and as
ever uoaie in contact with and I hrvo onemployed
tuce. G. Ellen. 7. Sinews.
ter. Discourage talk about the weather,
I had six little shavers to take care of 1
ations.—John
other
No. 170.—Charade: In-vest-l-gate.
used
ρ
^pmany
it—think of
Cross- and if you must think of
No. 171.—Diagonal: School.
Bean, West Middlfesex, Pa. No p; epara- did not have much trouble spending the
!
words—1. Sailor. 2. Scanty. 3. Adhere. Peary
tion equals Kodol Dy pops'a Cure as it; little money I bad saved. Γ didn't seem
4. Accost. 6. Custom. 6. Morsel.
contains all the natural digestants. It; to have a friend In the wide world to
THE WELL-DRESSED GIRL.
No. 172.—Metagram: 1. Law. 2. Raw.
will digest all 1: nds of food and can't turn
to, and I spent my last copper for
3. Paw. 4. Caw. 5. Saw.
help but do you good. F. A. Shurf elT & a paper to examine the employment colWHEN
&
Williamson
Kimball,
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It was about Christmas time,
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Norway.
CHOOSING HER SUMMER ATTIRE.
I dreaded going back home to face
and
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U.
E.
1.
A.
Puzzle:
174.—Letter
No.
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A well-known superintendent of schools has given it
opinion
the scolding landlord. 1 recall that I
No. 175.—What Is It? Holland «shades,
Mrs. Norris—"Whero have you been,
that pupils who have access to the Encyclopedia Britannica stand
Holland
White holds first rank this summer,
In front of the Harlem office
Uolluud (the country).
etc.).
stopped
I
stir
until
got
Hobby? I told you not to
not enjoy
as it did last, for children, young girls
see the holiday
33
per cent higher in their studies than those that do
(J. ti.). "It" is Holland.
back." Robby—"Well, I only went of a newspaper to
ones
and youug women, and for older
a
this privilege.
down to the doctor's to ask him whether crowd go by, and as I did so I saw
be
DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve should
also when combined with black.
that made my blood ran cold. It
I was well enough to go out yet."
sign
are
and
burns
this
Whito lawn gowns
year
promptly applied to cuts,
said
scalds. It soothes and quickly heals. trimmed with dainty hemstitched or lace
"
There Is No Reason Why Ton
Be sure to get DeWitt'e. F. A. Shurt trimmed ruffles upon the skirts, the
develop
simply
preparations
Diying
Be Idle. Insert a Want Ad.
Is the formative period. What a boy reads in his youth becomes a left & Co., South Paris, Williamson & waists being tucked and hemmed, with
Should
dry catairh; they dry up the secretions
embroidered or laco insertion set in.
which adhere to the membrane and Poor Cents a Line.'
part of his very character. To give your boy a chance means that Kimball, Norway.
White and colored wash silk shirt"The pronoun was printed In Imcausing a far more serious
yon will see to it that he has the best surroundings, and your
Well meant. Rimer—"Yes, my son- waists made like ordinary cotton ones decompose,
trouble than the oulinary form of ca- mense letters, and I bad the greatest
with
from
'Scribbler's'
net came back
encouragement.
will be much worn this season.
tarrh. Avoid all drying inhalants and trouble dissuading myself that It was
the usual printed slip." Chimur—"Why
Wide sashes of soft ribbon used as use that which cleanses, soothes and
not Intended for me, and me alone.
don't you try the 'Wayuppo Magazine'? belts and
ending with long ends coming heals. Ely's Cream Balm is euch a Of course it wasn't but.that sign bunk
stud."
rotten
some
used
awfully
be
are
to
They print
to the edges of the skirts,
remedy and will cure catarrh or cold in ed Into my memory, and I have
with summer gowns.
the head easily and pleasantly. All
of It Innumerable times since."
three
to
two
from
aro
made
Collars
druggists sell it at 50 cents or it will bo thought
"Oh, pshaw!" rejoined tLe leading
inches deep and over foundations that mailed by Ely Brothers, 58 Warren St.,
Is what the Encyclopaedia Britannic· has been termed. Let your
man after a panse. "I suppose It Is lmmay be bought in all sizes. As a rule Ν. Y.
boy read its interesting pages and he will look with disdain upon
the collar is made of the dress material
Ible to please everybody with pub"flashy" literature. Your boy has large ideas; To him there is This aignttaro is on every box of the genuine and trimmed as the waist is.
I saw one in Buffalo once
ilgns.
Husband
forget,
(angrily)—"Don't
Many of the parasols this season are madam, that you are my wife." Wife— wblclT said: 'Attention, blind men.
nothing so attractive as truth. Give him material ont of which Laxative
the itmdj that eatw a wkl 1· mm day
of striped silk in white colora, and many
he can construct far-reaching ideas. Invest
never fear, there are some things1 Read this and be cured,' which referred
others are of plain black and the dark "Oh,
one can't forget."
to a new treatment for the blind. All
Wife—"There's a burglar down cellar, shades. The sticks are long, and as a
signs cannot be expected to satisfy tbe
Henry." Husband—"Well, my dear, we rule are less ornate than they were a
A STRONG GUARANTEE.
Ideas of everybody."—New York Mall
ought to be thankful that we are up- year ago.
Wife—"But he'll come up
For Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Influ- and Express.
and put the Britannica into your home where your boy, as well as stairs."
here." Husband—"Then we'll go down
HAVE YOU MET THIS WOMAN Τ
enza, Whooping Cough and all Throat
can consult it continually, and
your girl, your wife and yourself,
Bauer's Instant
Tbe father of the game of whist Edcellar, my dear. Surely a ten room
Her husband is all right—but he is so and Lung troubles,
or
literature
when he attains manhood, there will be no place in
house ought to be big enough to hold fat!
Cough Cure is generally conceded to be1 mond Hoyle, lived to be 07 years old.
three people without crowding
Her little boy ie all right—but he is the quickest and surest remedy known His treatise on cards bas been pubprofessional life to which he may not aspire.
It loosens and clears the
to science.
growing so spindling 1
lished In sll languages, and probably no
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Her home is all right—but the paint is bronchial tubes and prevents pneumonia.
work except the Bible has passed
Constant coughing racks and inflames
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. too light!
Tbe original
Did she like the last lecture at the the lungs. It weakens their action and through more editions.
All druggists refund the money if it
Will prove expensive. Call at our «tore at ooct, or cat out this falls to cure. F. W. Grove's signature club? Liked what he said very much— consumption often follows.
Why do work appeared In London In 1742:
25c. F. A. Shurtleff & \ but his hair was cut so short—like a you run such a risk when in Bauer's Inon each box.
coupon and mail it to us.
An. ladiffeatibl· Mam.
stant Cough Cure you have a remedy
Co.
prize lighter!
Her new tailor suit is all right—but that acts quick and sure? It is pleasant
Kitty—But he is such an indigestible
Mrs. Xyz has her coat a trifle, the to take and does not cause that nausea man.
"Halloa, sir! How is it I catch
Please acquaint me with the details of your Britannica offer.
kissing my daughter?" "By sneaking 'n merest shred, longer, and it's much bet- at the stomach so commonly following
Jane—Indigestible?
Children
the use of other cough cures.
ter!
upon us, sir!"
Kitty—Yes; he always disagrees with
Name
Cure
Instant
Her new hat Is elegant—but if that can take Bauer's
Cough
me.—Detroit Free Press.
is
famous
This
! and they like it.
remedy
"I am indebted to One Minute Cough ribbon were a shade darker, now
Street
sold under the stiOn^est guarantee posCtare for health and life. I was treated
It was a quarter of a century before
it
the
does
cot
do
work
If
of
of
sible.
made
are
a
your
in vain by doctors for lung trouble. 11
compound
Paper bags
City and State
took One Minute Cough Cure and recov- tags, lime and glue mixed with chemi- money will be cheerfully refunded. For the signing of the American DeclaraFor sale by
ered my health."—Mr. Ε. H. Wise, Madi- cals and acids. When dry these do no sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dud- tion of Independence that the first theOrln Stevens, Ox- ater was opened in
>
son, Ga. F. A. Shurtleff <& Co., South barm; but articles of food should not be ley, Bryant*· Pond;
1

Reasonable Prices.

ASTD

Somctlmet the old man take· a hand
To ahow hit practiced tkill,
And then the farmhaada circle round,
While every one it etilL
They would not tty a single word
Thtt would diatract hit pity;
80 breathless they obaerre him dfiv·
Young Beuben't men to bay.

for

My first is a testament
My second is the guiding power of

Kodaks, Cameras,

*"*

When a woman doesn't take any
interest in her housework—
When the least exertion tires her—
When her back aches constantly—

her head troubles her—limbs pain,
it's
and she feels generally miserable,
tbst her kida pretty sure indication
their duty.
neys are not doing
That backache is simply kidney
ache—
take
The poison the kidneys should
is breed·
out of the blood is left in, and
ing all sorts of dire disease·—
But you can stop it—

Eastman Kodaks, 20 per cent discount from catalogue. All Cameras
The Brownie Cameras
30 to 50 per cent discount from catalogue prices.
dozen.
for the boys and girls.
4 χ 5 Dry Plates, 33 cents per
Stanley,
You would
to 8 cents less.
Second
5
x 5, 35 cents per dozen.
quality
4
be paying 45 cents per dozen if Hills was not selling them—a point for
cents.
Ferrotype plate»,
you to remember. Brass mounted tripods, 65
Albums, 5 i-a χ 7 in., only ao cents. Mounts,
Ό χ 14, only 7 cents.
emb. edge, 5 1-2x6 ι-a, only 10 cents per dozen. Cheaper ones at 8 cts.
We are in apposition to offer you the lowest prices. When you fin<l others
will find us a
drop
selling the same grade at the same price we do, then you
before
our
lower. Get
purchasing.
prices

Vivian W. Hills

directly

them to do
I strengthen them, help
their duty.
Riad what one grateful woman has

The finest line of_

PNEUMATIC CARRIAGES
be found outside the cities.

H. P. MILLETT,

Kuhlication,

Doau's Kidney Pills for sale bv all
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by
Foster-Miiburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.,
sole agents for the U. 8. Remember
the name, Doan's, and take no sub-

·\·
rlu

Hill

lif
"w,u

WOnn

FARMERS ATTENTION!
Worcester Buckeye Mowing
Machines for 1901.

The Worcester Buckeye has led all other machines for thr* ast
for light draft, durability
quarter of century, and still leads all others to-day
For half «century
the household remedy for worme In
children. A true
tonic and cure for
all digestive dieordeni. Price 16c. at

and

druggists. Writ· ter
Γγμ book on CtUUrm,
Dr. j. r.raci*0A«

Elixir^

headquarters

are

Scientific American.

DOES YOUR BOY NEED

BRITANNICA?

YOUTH.™

"The Concentrated Essence of the
Whole World's Wisdom"

Brorao-Quinine

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY

DELAY.....

youl

j

F. A, SHURTLEFF &

CO., South Pari·,

M·.

Parie, Williamaon

&

Kimball, NorwayJ left in them IX damp,

1

ford.

NewtxYork.

handling.

Respectfully,

a

full stock of

repairs.
_

W. O.&G.W. FROTHINGHAM, §2H!i^
Be Sure to Look at Our

Wc can show you some of the befit swivel and
and side plows In the market, both In steel and
mod beams. Wc have

Spading and Spring-tooth

Disc,

HarCultivators, <fcc.

rows, Corn Planters,
We

aleo

are

agents for the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting

Mach nery.

We have In stock three full car loads of Fertilizers. We carry four of the leading brands.

A. W. Walker & «on,

Ho

nth

Mar.

Maine.

Part·,
11,1901.

I

A

I

VVnL'
A

D0 YOU W A NT IT ?

postal or telephone
supply promptly.

j ju a

A. W. WALKER &
βΟΓΤΠ

Ladies' should

PARIS,

HE.

see our

All

Right

Patent Kid Polish Goodyear welt,
the Emerald, the lead-

and
$3.50. Also the Society Patent Kid at $3,
ing $3 Goodyear welt shoe of the 20th Century.

at

All
Our stock of Oxfords is second to none in Ox ord County.
are the All
Gents'at
for
leaders
Our
.'.50
to
from
$'.25.
90c.
price·
ν ;,ie Calf, i<u>sia
Right and King Quality lines in Patent Kid, Enamel,
Calf and Vici Kid.
Come
We can suit you on any price shoe you want fiom $1.25 up.
in
slock
Oxford
shoe
most
the
see
and
friend
and bring your
up-to-date
County. We also carry Trunks and Dags.

Respectfully,

ARE NEVER 0'?T.
to us will bring

WE

Frothingham,

W, 0. à 6. W.

SON,

Soutb. Paris, Mo.

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime. Hair, Brick,
Sand, Ac.

The Whole Story
in one letter about

"Pciin-Kitter
(PBllKY 1>AVIS\)

From

Capt. F. Loye,

6, Montreal

"We

I'olice Station No.

frequently

iiite

Perry

tor/taint in the itomarh, rhiumatimi, tti/Ttir**, /rout bite*, chilblain*, cram/*, and all affliction* which
Davis1 Pai.s-Kim.eh

in our |>nsiiion. I have no hesisaying timt Pain-Killxr it the
beet remedy to have near at hand."

befall

A full line of these ranges

men

tation in

I7ie<l

Internally mid Externally.

Two

seen

Sizes, 25c. nnd die. bottle*.

Poplar

Paris, of

delivered

for same.
Will pay
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris.

50 cents
increase in
one

Diflests what you eat.

It artificially digests the food and aide
Nature in strengthening aud reconstructing the exhausted digestive or*
runs. It is the latestdiscovereddigest·
iut and tooic. No other preparation
It in*
can approach it in etllciency.
siantly relie vesand permanently cures

Indigestion, Heartburn,
flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Ueadache, tiastralgla Cramps and
ill other results of Impcrfcct digestion^

Dyspepsia,

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of tbe last
will ami testament of
ΧΛΚΛΗ C. 8TEVEN8, late of Fryeburg,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
aU Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
DANIEL A. IRISH.
June 18th, 1901.

To tho Selectmen of the Town of Pari·) :
Tho undersigned, "Eastern
G h ntlkmkn :
Telephone Company," «desiring to exten t Its
lines In the Town of Paris, rcspectlully petitions
your Honorable Board for a written permit to
construct Its lines, erect its poles, and stretch
wires and cibles, for all Its purposes, upon and
a'ong the following named highways and public
roads and streets of said town. The said po'es to
be erected under the supervision of such officers
as raid town may designate.
The following are the streets and highways
above referred to:
Pleasant 8treet, Market Square to Norway line,
llalne Street from Market Sqnare to Hebron and
also District No 1 to Oxford Line, Oxford Street,
Highland 8t., Brook St., Hill St., High St, extending to west Paris, Park St, Gothic St..
Porter St., Maple 8t., Church 8t., Skllllngs and
Wee crn Ave., Gary St.. Aiplne St, and old
Rumfonl Road, "Stony Brook" road to Buckflcld line, road from South Paris to Paris Hill,
thence to West Paris, Paris Hill to Buckfield
line, road from Paris Hill via No. « Hill to Hebron line, West Paris to North Parle to 8umner
line, Trap Corner to Woodstock Une, TuellTown
roan Paris Hill via Partridge District to 8umner
linn, road from High St. via Ε. E. Records to
Rumford Road through Dean Neighborhood also
Forbes District road.
—

EASTERN TELEPHONE COMPANT,
By Maynaru 8. Biiu>, General Mgr.

Tottm or Paris, June S9th, 1901.
(Jpon tbe foregoing petition, ordered that pub-

lic nottce thereof be given by printing copies of
this petiUon with this order thereon. In the Oxford Democrat, said notine to be at lea·! 14 day·
before the letn day of July, A. D. 1901, on
which day at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at the
Selectmen's office In «aid town, a public hearing
will be held, when resident· and owners or
property upon the highway·, townway· and
streets to be affected thereby, and all other person· Interested, shall have fail opportunity to
show cause why such permit ibonld not be

granted.

And we, tbe aald Selectmen, endorse thereon
that no personal notice or other notice than the
above 1· necessary to be given by the petitioners
to the resident· and owner» of property to be

affected thereby.
ALPHKU8 D. ANDREWS, ( Selectmen of
FRANK BENNETT.
the town
nUUUIM
( of Pail».

MÂilif,

j

a

week payment, without

price, makes

it easy to

own

of these modern ranges.

The People's National

Family Newspsper.

New-

New-

Published Monday, Wednesday
ami Friday, Is In
reality η flne.freth
every other «lay
Dally, giving the
Intent
days of

new·

on

I'ulil ! » he Ί on
a η >1
known f«.*r nearly
•Ixty j c.u !n M·
the
cry put

Thurx'lay,
Unlte.l

the other three-

York

It

Tri-Weekly

Fashion Notes,
Agricultural Matters ami Comprehensive ami reliable Financial and
Market reporte.

1

York

ΚυΙηκΙο
AftrYultural
iwrtnu'iit

We furnish It
OXwith THE
FORD DEMOCRAT for *2 25
per year.

of

kjift

Pe
the

nltflicft onler, hu

eolemlnlDK
lux

r« * !«-very
of the
oil »n<l
Market
wlilrh »re

for
member

family,

vwunjt,

Report-·

Weekly

«cceiitc.1

thorlty liy
an-l

a»

iu·

farmer*

couotry
chant··, a il l U
clcan, ii|· to late,
Int rc-tlnt; an·! Inmer-

structive

Regular subscription price,
$1.30 per year.

Tribune

«

NewrpipiT

contains aH 'mporLint foreign cable
which apnews

THE
In
pear)
ItAlLY TRIB.
I NK ο'same date,
also Domestic and
Foreign Correspondence, Short
Elevant
Stories.
Half tone I Hue·
Humorinitions,
ous Item·, Industrial Information,

-t.it·*

National h unity
uf the
-, (or
highest
f*rimn>an Ulligcn·.
It conuloi
nl! the iii·»·! In i«f
tant ncwM uf lM I
I> Λ 11, ν τιπλΛ
US Κ up to hnurot
a

Issue, ami
covering newn of

Price50c. and 11. Lnrgt siiccontain» 2H times
imail «lie. Book ail about dyspepsia muiiedfrce
Prepared by E. c. o«wn r a CO.. Chicane·
NOTICE.

economy

discard your old range.

at my mill, South
size and length.

regular
market price

he

can

Variety Store.

at Hobbs'

Saving in fuel makes it
to

For Sale.

MUNN S Co.36,Bro·^· New York

of

We always carry

for

Dr. Prudant Bedard

Wanted.

ease

Farming Tools and Fertilizers. Summer Footwear!
We

win,

Patents

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

stitute.

True's1

Description.

Every

ΟΓ

to aay about it.
nurse,
Mrs. S. Lake, professional
Nashua,
residing at 39 Temple street,
Ν. H., says:
In the
"It afforded rac prent pleasure early
to t!ic wonderful
spring of 1ΐ>. G t>> Usiiiy
i
suffered
lia
I
rill*.
value of Doau's Kidney
pain across |
for four or five years with severeΙκιη
unable#,
the small of my ha· k and li.'.d
I took η j>
until
relief
to obtain any ]>enna:!er.t
It niTorils nie,
course of til-:r tr· utmc'tt.
and it is nearly three'
greater pleasure n'.w,
statement for Η
years since i Rave my originalin ion of Ikxin'sji
t<> rnyl'int my< ;
lie tied instead]]
idncv Pills hvi'K-cii el relict
Not only I
of weakened l>v ll-e laprcof time.
was the cure tiiVi Udi t my case permanent,
i:i Nashua who
but I know of iu:.:iv ot'-crs
the existence
have reason to 1 thankful for
of this remarkable l»rej<aration."

Optician,

MAINE.

Carriages! Carriages!

kidneys—

the

on

Jeweler and

NORWAY,

Doan's Kidney Rills
Act

!

!
Supplies
Lowest Prices !

Photo

Beg ii

1

a r

* u

b·

scrlptlon price,
$1.00 |icr year.

Tribune

We
furnUh It
with Til Κ <>X
MKMO.
Kt>KI>
CHAT for |1"5
per year.

Send all orders to THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT. South P.iris. VI".
STATE

OP

RHINE

STATE OF nitlNÎ

rUBLIC NOTICE.

PUBLIC NOTICE.

In conformity with the provisions of Chapter
forty-two of the I'ubllc I-awa of eighteen hundrod anil ninety-nine, and upon the petition of
Ave or more citizens of the State, ami deeming It
for the beet I η it rent of the State, the Comml·sloncr· of Inland Fisheries and (iaine. after due
notice to all peieon· Interested In the subject
matter of said petition, and public hearing thereon In the locality to be affected, and deeming It
noeewary and prup"r for the protection and
>n of the inland fl*h <-f tlio State, herey adopt the following needful Rules and Rcgu·
Iallons relating to the times and places In which
and the circumstance· um.cr which inland flab
and
may be taken In the waters of
llogan Ponds In the County of Oxford, also
Tripp Pond in the County of Androscoggin.
Bale· and Bsgalatloai «

Sreeervati

Whitney

Skc low 1. In addition to the general laws relating to Ashing and taking of flah In Whltne"
and iiogan Pond·, In the town of Oxford am*
County of < txfonl. and Trtpp Pond, in Poland In
the County of Annruscoggln, it shall be unlawful to kill any white perch In either of «aid ponds
which doe· not measure eVht loches in length
from Up of noee to tip of tail, or an ν black bas·
that doea not measure tuelre Incite· in length
from tip of noac to tin of tall.

In conformity with the provision* of ( t ap
foity-two of the Public Law* of elghte· » hl,D.
dred and ninety-nine, and upon the |>clliIoD of
Ave or more cltUen* of the State, anil deeming It
for the beat Interest of the State, the Commiteloneraof Inland Fisheries and («aine, after due
notice to all versons Interested 1ί the subject
matter of Ml·, petition, and public hearlnir there
on in the locality to be affected, and denning
ij
neccssaiy and proper for the protection en'1
ir

preservation of the Inland !l*h of the State, hereby adopt the following needful Rule* and Ι*·*"·
latlon* relating to the time* and place* In *h'cjj
fltn
circumstances under wldeh Inland
may be taken In the water* of Rangeley l-w·
Richardson Lake, Moo-elucinaguntlc Lake an·'
Lake, known a* the liante ley Chat11

and the

Cupeuptlc

Ralea

Section 1.

H((oUtloni
fwm
perlo<l of four year»

aau

For

a

July let, 1801, U shall be unlawful for any |*γ
■on or party or occupante of any Iwat, canne, rai»
or other vessel or contrivance propel"*1 '[»

electricity, hand or other i>..*er, In";
vldually or collectively, to c itch by »tlll or »»n
deblng, ao called, more than ten pound* of
la any one day in all, In Rangcley Lake, UicbaN
•on Lake, Mnoeelucmaguntlc Lake or < up»upt'1
Section 2. It shMi be unlawful for any per· Lake, known a* the Kangelcy Chain of
son, camping party or family to kill or carry Provided, however, that u «hall he i«*
,
away more tnan twenty perch in all in any one take one fish however much It may welen, an
>
day, or ten black bas· In any one day, from
further that a person or party law
»*'"
Mid pond·.
siting may take one fi*li additional when
ShCTiOH >. It shall be unlawful to flsh for any In* caught that day Ice* than ten pound*
kind of del» In any way In any of the tributaries
Section S. It shall be unlawful, under uw
to either of said ι>οηΊ·
condition· named In Section 1, to have In p«»·
Suction 4. Theae rule· and regulations shall session In any one day, more ihan one «">■
«■>
take effect on July lit, ▲. P. 1! )l, and continue ten pounds of flsh,
caught or taken from
lo force for four yean.
walera.
i
J
Dated thla Mtb day of Jane, A. D. 1001.
Dated this twelfth day of June, Α, Π. 1·*)1·
J
Com misai oner· of
uaivn,
L.T.CARLETON,
Flaherlea
HENRY O. STANLEY, inland Fl»berUS y/
k8TANUiY, Island
ami Game.
aadUwae· «Γ
steam,

Srovlded

OOA8.I.OAK,

)Commlsrionerjo'r

)

